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new producTsnew producTs
birch & eco wood dual layer Magnets

These magnets feature a base magnet of 1/8” 
thick recycled wood that can be laser cut to 
create your customized image. each one is 
printed with our ultra Vivid printing process 
and given a strong, 25 mil magnetic backing.  

a second layer of 1/8” birch is added
with an additional design.

free custom samples are available.
see page 8 for more details.
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new producTsnew producTs
car Magnets

These magnets feature our durable 
uV imprint on 30 mil flexible car 
magnet.  Magnets come in 3 sizes, 

with round or square corners.  
see page 12 for more details.
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Pricing for 1/4” Thick Acrylic Magnets1/4” Thick acrylic Magnets
These magnets feature 1/4” thick acrylic and can be cut into almost any shape.
each one is printed with our full color digital process and given a strong, 25 mil magnetic backing. 
contact us about free spec samples!

Side View

Item code: Magnet-af

Side View

Side View

Pricing for 1/8” Thick Acrylic Magnets

Pricing for UV Eco Wood Magnets

1/8” Thick acrylic Magnets Item code: Magnet-afQ

ultra Vivid eco wood Magnets Item code: Magnet-wu

M
A

G
N

Et
S

These magnets feature 1/8” thick acrylic and can be cut into almost any shape.
each one is printed with our full color digital process and given a strong, 25 mil magnetic backing. 
contact us about free spec samples!

These magnets feature 1/4” recycled wood and can be cut into almost any shape.
each one is printed with our ultra Vivid printing process and given a strong, 25 mil magnetic backing. 
contact us about free spec samples!

Standard Magnet Backing

Standard Magnet Backing

Standard Magnet Backing

MagneTs free cusToM saMples
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To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by the overall height of the item
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Pricing for 1/4” Thick Acrylic Magnets1/4” Thick acrylic Magnets

Side View

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by the overall height of the item
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Side View

2 sq inch 3 sq inch 4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 8 sq inch 9 sq inch 10 sq 
inch

11 sq 
inch

12 sq 
inch

50 1.80 2.20 2.44 2.86 3.18 3.70 3.98 4.22 4.96 5.44 5.90 
100 1.66 2.02 2.24 2.64 2.92 3.40 3.66 3.86 4.54 5.00 5.42 
250 1.52 1.86 2.06 2.42 2.68 3.12 3.36 3.54 4.18 4.58 4.96 
500 1.46 1.78 1.98 2.32 2.58 3.00 3.22 3.42 4.02 4.40 4.78 

1,000 1.40 1.72 1.90 2.24 2.48 2.88 3.10 3.28 3.86 4.24 4.60 

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by the overall height of the item
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Side View

2 sq inch 3 sq inch 4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 8 sq inch 9 sq inch 10 sq 
inch

11 sq 
inch

12 sq 
inch

50 2.62 3.16 3.54 4.14 4.42 5.36 5.78 6.12 7.20 7.88 8.54 
100 2.06 2.48 2.76 3.24 3.46 4.18 4.52 4.78 5.62 6.16 6.68 
250 1.88 2.28 2.54 2.96 3.20 3.84 4.16 4.40 5.16 5.64 6.12 
500 1.82 2.18 2.44 2.86 3.04 3.68 4.00 4.22 4.96 5.42 5.90 

1,000 1.74 2.10 2.34 2.74 2.92 3.54 3.84 4.06 4.78 5.22 5.66 

Pricing for 1/8” Thick Acrylic Magnets

Pricing for UV Eco Wood Magnets

1/8” Thick acrylic Magnets

ultra Vivid eco wood Magnets

M
A

G
N

EtS

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

(p)

(p)

(p)

2 sq inch 3 sq inch 4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 8 sq inch 9 sq inch 10 sq 
inch

11 sq 
inch

12 sq 
inch

50 2.40 2.90 3.20 3.74 4.10 4.72 5.14 5.92 6.32 6.96 7.54 
100 1.88 2.26 2.50 2.92 3.20 3.68 4.02 4.62 4.94 5.44 5.88 
250 1.72 2.08 2.30 2.68 2.94 3.38 3.70 4.24 4.54 5.00 5.40 
500 1.66 2.00 2.20 2.58 2.84 3.24 3.56 4.08 4.36 4.80 5.20 

1,000 1.58 1.92 2.12 2.48 2.72 3.12 3.42 3.92 4.20 4.62 5.00 

MagneTs free cusToM saMples
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To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width
by the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $80 (R) on the first production run

acrylic dual layer Magnets
These magnets feature two layers of 1/8” thick acrylic that can be laser cut to create your customized
image.  each one is printed with our full color digital process and given a strong, 25 mil magnetic backing. 
contact us about free spec samples!

Side View

MagneTs free cusToM saMples
Item code: Magnet-afd

Side View

ultra Vivid eco wood dual layer Magnets Item code: Magnet-wud

M
A

G
N

Et
S

These magnets feature two layers of 1/8” thick recycled wood that can be laser cut to create your customized
image. each one is printed with our ultra Vivid printing process and given a strong, 25 mil magnetic backing. 
contact us about free spec samples!

Standard Magnet Backing

Standard Magnet Backing

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width
by the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $80 (R) on the first production run

Side View

birch & eco wood dual layer Magnets Item code:  Magnet-rewud
These magnets feature a base magnet of 1/8” thick recycled wood that can be laser cut to create your customized
image. each one is printed with our ultra Vivid printing process and given a strong, 25 mil magnetic backing.  a second 
layer of 1/8” birch is added with an additional design.  contact us about free spec samples!

Standard Magnet Backing

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width
by the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $80 (R) on the first production run

NEW!
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To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width
by the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $80 (R) on the first production run

Pricing for Acrylic Dual Layer Magnetsacrylic dual layer Magnets

Side View

MagneTs free cusToM saMples

Side View

2 sq inch 3 sq inch 4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch

50 5.72 6.56 6.96 7.30 7.76
100 4.48 5.12 5.44 5.70 6.08 
250 4.10 4.70 5.00 5.24 5.58 
500 3.94 4.52 4.80 5.04 5.36 

1,000 3.80 4.34 4.62 4.84 5.16 

2 sq inch 3 sq inch 4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq 
inch

50 6.24 7.14 7.54 7.94 8.46
100 4.88 5.58 5.90 6.20 6.60 
250 4.48 5.12 5.42 5.68 6.06 
500 4.30 4.92 5.20 5.48 5.82 

1,000 4.14 4.74 5.00 5.26 5.60 

Pricing for UV Eco Wood Dual Layer Magnetsultra Vivid eco wood dual layer Magnets

M
A

G
N

EtS

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

(p)

(p)

pricing is based on a 6 square inch base 
magnet.  To find pricing, use the square 
inch size of the raised portion of your 
magnet when referring to the pricing 
grid.  other sizes are available.  please 

contact us for custom quote.

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width
by the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $80 (R) on the first production run

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

pricing is based on a 6 square inch base 
magnet.  To find pricing, use the square 
inch size of the raised portion of your 
magnet when referring to the pricing 
grid.  other sizes are available.  please 

contact us for custom quote.

Side View

4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch

50 6.86 7.58 8.16
100 5.36 5.92 6.38 
250 4.92 5.44 5.86 
500 4.72 5.22 5.62 

1,000 4.54 5.02 5.42 

Pricing for Birch & Eco Wood Dual Layer Magnetsbirch & eco wood dual layer Magnets

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

(p)

pricing is based on a 6 square inch base 
magnet.  To find pricing, use the square 
inch size of the raised portion of your 
magnet when referring to the pricing 
grid.  other sizes are available.  please 

contact us for custom quote.

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width
by the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $80 (R) on the first production run
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Pricing for Birch Magnetsbirch Magnets
These magnets feature 1/4” thick birch and can be cut into almost any shape. 
each one is printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid print process
and given a strong, 25 mil magnetic backing.   
contact us about free spec samples!

Side View

MagneTs free cusToM saMples
laser etched Item code: Magnet-re
ultra Vivid Item code: Magnet-ru

Pricing for Bamboo Magnets

M
A

G
N

Et
S

Standard Magnet Backing

bamboo Magnets
These magnets feature 5/16” thick bamboo and can be cut into almost any shape. 
each one is printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid print process
and given a strong, 25 mil magnetic backing.   
contact us about free spec samples!

laser etched Item code: Magnet-be
ultra Vivid Item code: Magnet-bu

Side View

Standard Magnet Backing

Laser Etched
Magnet

Laser Etched
Magnet

Pricing for Boxed Magnet SetsMagnet sets acrylic Item code: Magnet-afs4
eco wood Item code: Magnet-wus4These magnets feature 1/4” thick acrylic or 1/4” thick recycled wood 

and can be cut into almost any shape.  boxed set of 4 magnets come 
with decorative cord around clear plastic lid.
contact us about free spec samples!

Standard Magnet Backing

sets of other quantities and/or 
with other packaging options 

are available. please contact us 
for a custom quote.
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To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by the overall height of the item
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Pricing for Birch Magnetsbirch Magnets
MagneTs

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

free cusToM saMples

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by the overall height of the item
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 8 sq inch 9 sq inch 10 sq 
inch

11 sq 
inch

12 sq 
inch

50 3.36 4.32 4.98 5.96 7.02 7.96 8.54 9.96 11.96
100 2.64 3.38 3.90 4.66 5.50 6.24 6.68 7.78 9.36 
250 2.42 3.10 3.58 4.28 5.04 5.72 6.12 7.14 8.58 
500 2.32 2.98 3.44 4.10 4.84 5.50 5.90 6.86 8.26 

1,000 2.24 2.86 3.30 3.94 4.66 5.28 5.66 6.60 7.94 

4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 8 sq inch 9 sq inch 10 sq 
inch

11 sq 
inch

12 sq 
inch

50 3.26 4.20 4.90 5.88 6.92 7.84 8.40 9.78 11.76
100 2.56 3.28 3.84 4.60 5.42 6.12 6.58 7.64 9.20 
250 2.34 3.02 3.52 4.22 4.96 5.62 6.02 7.02 8.44 
500 2.26 2.90 3.38 4.06 4.78 5.40 5.80 6.74 8.12 

1,000 2.16 2.80 3.26 3.90 4.60 5.20 5.58 6.48 7.80 

Pricing for Bamboo Magnets

M
A

G
N

EtS

(p)

(p)

bamboo Magnets

due to natural inconsistencies of 
wood, material grain, etching depth 

and imprint color may vary.

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

due to natural inconsistencies of 
wood, material grain, etching depth 

and imprint color may vary.

Acrylic Eco Wood

50 sets 15.94 14.40 
100  sets 12.46 11.24 
250 sets 11.42 10.32 
500 sets 10.98 9.92 

1000 sets 10.56 9.54 

Pricing includes four 1.75”x 1.75” magnets, (3 square inches each) packaged in a decorative 
white box with clear plastic lid.  Sets are tied with a red, silver, or gold cord.

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run per design

Pricing for Boxed Magnet SetsMagnet sets

(p) acrylic magnet set of 3 shown in clear plastic case.
please see packaging options on pages 88-89 for an 

idea of other available options.

Available Cord Colors
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  wood sTIckers & car MagneTs free VIrTual saMples
Pricing for Wood Stickers

M
A

G
N

Et
S

wood stickers
These stickers feature 25 mil cherry wood and can be cut into almost any shape. 
each one is printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid print process
and has a peel away 3M adhesive backing.   
contact us about free spec samples!

laser etched Item code: de
ultra Vivid Item code: duV

due to natural inconsistencies of 
wood, material grain, etching depth 

and imprint color may vary.

Laser Etched
Stickers

Pricing for Car Magnetscar Magnets Item code:  Magnet-carNEW!
These magnets feature our durable uV imprint on 30 mil flexible car magnet.
Magnets come in 3 sizes, with round or square corners.  
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  wood sTIckers & car MagneTs free VIrTual saMples
To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Side View

Pricing for Wood Stickers M
A

G
N

EtS
wood stickers

standard packaging:
Bulk packed in bags

4 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 9 sq inch 12 sq 
inch

20 sq 
inch

24 sq 
inch

35 sq 
inch

80 sq 
inch

50 3.10 3.90 4.70 5.74 7.84 11.46 15.26 22.94 45.90
100 2.42 3.06 3.68 4.50 6.12 8.96 11.94 17.92 35.86 
250 2.22 2.80 3.38 4.12 5.62 8.22 10.94 16.44 32.90 
500 2.14 2.70 3.24 3.96 5.40 7.90 10.52 15.80 31.64 

1,000 2.06 2.58 3.12 3.82 5.20 7.60 10.12 15.20 30.42 

(p)

Pricing for Car Magnetscar Magnets

12x12 12x18 12x24

2 116.60 120.12 135.80 
4 65.36 67.32 76.12 
8 34.92 35.96 40.66 

12 24.98 25.74 29.10 
24 17.86 18.40 20.80 

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Side View

(p)

custom packaging is available.
please contact us for information and pricing.
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acrylic key Tags
These key tags feature 1/8” thick clear acrylic over your graphic with 1/8” thick black acrylic backing and can be 
cut into almost any shape.  each one is printed with our full color digital process and comes assembled with a 1” 
split ring.  other hardware options are available for an additional cost.  contact us about free spec samples!

key Tags free cusToM saMples
Item code: keytag-af

ultra Vivid eco wood key Tags Item code: keytag-wu

K
Ey

 t
A

G
S These key tags feature 1/4” thick recycled wood with a black vinyl backing and can be cut into almost any shape.  

each one is printed with our ultra Vivid print process and comes assembled with a 1” split ring.  other hardware 
options are available for an additional cost.  contact us about free spec samples!

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by
the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Pricing for Clear Acrylic Key tagsclear acrylic key Tags
These key tags feature 1/4” thick clear acrylic and can be cut into almost 
any shape.  each one is printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid print 
process and comes assembled with a 1” split ring.  other hardware options 
are available for an additional cost.  contact us about free spec samples!

laser etched Item code: keytag-ae
ultra Vivid Item code: keytag-au

double sided acrylic 
key tags will incur an 

additional set up fee as 
well as an additional 

$0.40 (p)

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by
the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by
the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Laser Etched
Key tag
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Pricing for Acrylic Key tagsacrylic key Tags

Side View

key Tags

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

free cusToM saMples

2 sq inch 3 sq inch 4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch

50 3.64 4.30 4.92 5.12 5.46 
100 2.84 3.36 3.86 4.00 4.26 
250 2.60 3.08 3.54 3.66 3.90 
500 2.50 2.98 3.40 3.52 3.76 

1,000 2.42 2.86 3.26 3.40 3.62 

Pricing for Ultra Vivid Wood Key tagsultra Vivid eco wood key Tags K
Ey tA

G
Sstandard packaging:

Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

(p)

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by
the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Pricing for Clear Acrylic Key tags

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

3 sq inch 4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch

50 3.66 4.34 5.34 6.06
100 2.86 3.40 4.18 4.74 
250 2.64 3.12 3.84 4.34 
500 2.54 3.00 3.68 4.18 

1,000 2.44 2.88 3.54 4.02 

(p)

clear acrylic key Tags

Double Sided
Side View

Side View

Side View

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by
the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by
the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Back of Key tag

Back of Ultra Vivid Key tag

Laser Etched
Key tag

2 sq inch 3 sq inch 4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch

50 2.96 3.46 3.76 4.24 4.34
100 2.32 2.72 2.94 3.32 3.40 
250 2.12 2.48 2.70 3.04 3.12 
500 2.04 2.40 2.60 2.92 3.00 

1,000 1.96 2.30 2.50 2.82 2.88 

(p)
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key Tags free cusToM saMples
K

Ey
 t

A
G

S
birch key Tags
These key tags feature 1/4” thick birch and can be cut into almost any shape. 
each one is printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid print process and 
comes assembled with a 1” split ring.  other hardware options are available for 
an additional cost.  contact us about free spec samples!

laser etched Item code: keytag-re
ultra Vivid Item code: keytag-ru

bamboo key Tags
These key tags feature 5/16” thick bamboo and can be cut into almost any 
shape. each one is printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid print process 
and comes assembled with a 1” split ring.  other hardware options are available 
for an additional cost.  contact us about free spec samples!

laser etched Item code: keytag-be
ultra Vivid Item code: keytag-bu

additional key Tag options

Mirror Backed Acrylic
Add $0.60 (P)

Double Sided Acrylic
Add $0.40 (P)

Laser Etched or Ultra Vivid 
Black Acrylic

Contact us for a custom quote.

Side View

Side View

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by
the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by
the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Laser Etched
Key tag

Laser Etched
Key tags

due to natural inconsistencies 
of wood, material grain, etching 

depth and imprint color may 
vary.
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key Tags free cusToM saMples

3 sq inch 4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch

50 3.34 3.90 4.74 5.38
100 2.60 3.06 3.70 4.20 
250 2.40 2.80 3.40 3.86 
500 2.30 2.70 3.28 3.72 

1,000 2.22 2.58 3.14 3.56 

Pricing for Birch Key tags
K

Ey tA
G

S

(p)

Pricing for Bamboo Key tags

3 sq inch 4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch

50 3.42 4.08 4.98 5.64
100 2.68 3.18 3.90 4.42 
250 2.46 2.92 3.58 4.06 
500 2.36 2.80 3.44 3.90 

1,000 2.28 2.70 3.30 3.74 

(p)

birch key Tags

bamboo key Tags

additional key Tag options

Chain Hardware
Add $0.40 (P)

Claw Hardware
Add $2.00 (P)

Double Sided Laser Etching
on Birch or Bamboo

Contact us for a custom quote.

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

Side View

due to natural inconsistencies of 
wood, material grain, etching depth 

and imprint color may vary.

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by
the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by
the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment
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boTTle openers free VIrTual saMples
BO

t
tL

E 
O

PE
N

ER
S

Pricing for Bottle Opener Key tagsbottle opener key Tags

Pricing for Ultra Vivid Bottle Openers

ultra Vivid bottle openers

Side View

Item Code: 
Keytag-BOKt1

Satin Finish

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run
BOKT2D will have 2 set up fees if the 

artwork is different on either side

These key tags feature 1/16” thick clear acrylic over your graphic adhered to metal bottle openers.
each one is printed with our full color digital process and comes assembled with a 1” split ring.  

These bottle openers feature our ultra Vivid print process on stainless steel.  a magnet can be added to the back
for an additional $0.50 (p).  These openers can also be printed on the backside for an additional cost and set up 
fee.  please contact us for a custom quote.

Item Code: 
Keytag-BOKt2
Polished Finish

Item Code: 
Keytag-BOKt2D
Polished Finish

Item Code:
Opener-BO2

Item Code:
Opener-BO3

Brushed Finish

Brushed Finish
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boTTle openers free VIrTual saMples
BO

t
tLE O

PEN
ERS

Pricing for Bottle Opener Key tagsbottle opener key Tags

Pricing for Ultra Vivid Bottle Openers

ultra Vivid bottle openers

Side View

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run
BOKT2D will have 2 set up fees if the 

artwork is different on either side

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

BOKt1 BOKt2 BOKt2D

50 7.68 8.30 10.18
100 6.00 6.48 7.96 
250 5.50 5.94 7.30 
500 5.30 5.72 7.02 

1,000 5.08 5.50 6.76 
(p)

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

BO2 BO3

50 7.34 9.38 
100 5.74 7.32 
250 5.26 6.72 
500 5.06 6.46 

1,000 4.88 6.22 
(p)

Side View

Optional magnet shown on BO2
Add $0.50 (P)

bokT1 imprint area
1.3” diameter

bokT2 imprint area
1”x 1.48”

bokT2d imprint area
1”x 1.48”

bo2 measures
5.8”x 1.5”

bo3 measures
7”x 1.56”

Imprinted
In The USA

Imprinted
In The USA
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To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by the overall height of the item
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run, per side of imprint

acrylic bag Tags
These bag tags feature 1/8” thick clear acrylic over your graphic with 1/8” thick black acrylic backing 
and can be cut into almost any shape.  each one is printed with our full color digital process and comes 
assembled with a 6” clear plastic loop strap. contact us about free spec samples!

bag Tags free cusToM saMples

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by the overall height of the item
Set up fee: $120 (R) on the first production run

Item code: bagtag-af

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by the overall height of the item
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

write-on luggage Tags Item code: bagtag-pf

ultra Vivid eco wood bag Tags Item code: bagtag-wu

BA
G

 t
A

G
S

These bag tags feature 1/4” thick clear acrylic over your graphic with a synthetic paper backing and can be cut into 
almost any shape.  each one is printed with our full color digital process and comes assembled with a 6” clear plastic 
loop strap.  contact us about free spec samples!

These bag tags feature 1/4” thick recycled wood with a black vinyl backing and can be cut into almost any shape.   
each one is printed with our ultra Vivid print process and comes assembled with a 6” clear plastic loop strap.  
contact us about free spec samples!

add $0.40 (p) for double sided imprint. 
double sided tags can be written on with a 

permanent marker.

greenbrier tag is shown with 1/8” thick acrylic.  
please contact us for a custom quote.
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To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by the overall height of the item
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run, per side of imprint

Pricing for Acrylic Bag tagsacrylic bag Tags

Double Sided
Side View

bag Tags

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

free cusToM saMples

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by the overall height of the item
Set up fee: $120 (R) on the first production run

4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 8 sq inch 9 sq inch

50 3.76 4.24 4.34 5.24 6.02 6.72
100 2.94 3.32 3.40 4.10 4.70 5.26
250 2.70 3.04 3.12 3.76 4.32 4.82
500 2.60 2.92 3.00 3.62 4.16 4.64

1,000 2.50 2.82 2.88 3.48 4.00 4.46

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by the overall height of the item
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 8 sq inch 9 sq inch

50 4.00 4.84 5.44 6.32 7.16 8.20 
100 3.14 3.78 4.26 4.94 5.60 6.42 
250 2.88 3.48 3.90 4.54 5.14 5.88 
500 2.76 3.34 3.76 4.36 4.94 5.66 

1,000 2.66 3.22 3.62 4.20 4.76 5.44 

4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 8 sq inch 9 sq inch

50 4.68 5.12 5.44 6.66 7.66 8.54
100 3.66 4.00 4.26 5.20 6.00 6.68 
250 3.36 3.66 3.90 4.78 5.50 6.12 
500 3.22 3.52 3.76 4.60 5.28 5.90 

1,000 3.10 3.40 3.62 4.42 5.08 5.66 

Pricing for Write-On Luggage tags

Pricing for Ultra Vivid Eco Wood Bag tags

write-on luggage Tags

ultra Vivid eco wood bag Tags

BA
G

 tA
G

S

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

(p)

(p)

(p)

Side View

Side View

Side View
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Pricing for Clear Acrylic Bag tagsclear acrylic bag Tags
These bag tags feature 1/4” thick clear acrylic and can be cut into almost 
any shape.  each one is printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid print 
process and comes assembled with a 6” clear plastic loop strap. 
contact us about free spec samples!

bag Tags free cusToM saMples

Pricing for Birch Bag tags

Pricing for Bamboo Bag tags

birch bag Tags

bamboo bag Tags

BA
G

 t
A

G
S

Side View

laser etched Item code: bagtag-ae
ultra Vivid Item code: bagtag-au

These bag tags feature 1/4” thick birch and can be cut into almost any shape. 
each one is printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid print process and 
comes assembled with a 6” clear plastic loop strap.
contact us about free spec samples!

laser etched Item code: bagtag-re
ultra Vivid Item code: bagtag-ru

These bag tags feature 5/16” thick bamboo and can be cut into almost any 
shape. each one is printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid print process 
and comes assembled with a 6” clear plastic loop strap.
contact us about free spec samples!

laser etched Item code: bagtag-be
ultra Vivid Item code: bagtag-bu

Laser Etched
Bag tags

Laser Etched
Bag tag

due to natural inconsistencies 
of wood, material grain,

etching depth and imprint 
color may vary.

Laser Etched
Bag tag
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To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width
by the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Pricing for Clear Acrylic Bag tagsclear acrylic bag Tags

Side View

bag Tags

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

free cusToM saMples

4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 8 sq inch 9 sq inch

50 4.06 4.98 5.64 6.62 7.60 8.50
100 3.18 3.90 4.42 5.18 5.94 6.64
250 2.92 3.58 4.06 4.76 5.44 6.10
500 2.80 3.44 3.90 4.56 5.24 5.86

1,000 2.70 3.30 3.74 4.40 5.04 5.64

4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 8 sq inch 9 sq inch

50 3.90 4.74 5.38 6.28 7.22 8.06
100 3.06 3.70 4.20 4.92 5.66 6.30 
250 2.80 3.40 3.86 4.52 5.18 5.78 
500 2.70 3.28 3.72 4.34 4.98 5.56 

1,000 2.58 3.14 3.56 4.18 4.80 5.36 

4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 8 sq inch 9 sq inch

50 4.34 5.34 6.06 7.46 8.58 9.58
100 3.40 4.18 4.74 5.84 6.70 7.50 
250 3.12 3.84 4.34 5.36 6.16 6.88 
500 3.00 3.68 4.18 5.14 5.92 6.60 

1,000 2.88 3.54 4.02 4.96 5.68 6.36 

Pricing for Birch Bag tags

Pricing for Bamboo Bag tags

birch bag Tags

bamboo bag Tags

BA
G

 tA
G

S

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

(p)

(p)

(p)
Side View

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width
by the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width
by the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

due to natural inconsistencies 
of wood, material grain,

etching depth and imprint 
color may vary.
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sTock desIgns
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free cusToM saMples

1/4” Acrylic Magnet Pictured Eco Wood Key tag Pictured

Write-On Luggage tag Pictured Acrylic Ornament Pictured

For more information on magnets see pages 6-10
For more information on key tags see pages 14-16
For more information on bag tags see pages 20-22

For more information on ornaments see pages 28-30

Stock Designs are available on just about every product we offer!
Don’t see what you’re looking for?

Stock Designs will be continuously updated on our website.
Contact us for more options or fully custom shapes.
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sTock desIgns
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free cusToM saMples

MMM1 MMM2 MMFB1 MMFB2

MMFB3 MMFB5 MMFB6

MMFB9 MMHt1 MMHt2 MMHt3

MMHt4 MMHt6 MMHt7 MMHt8

MMHt11 MMPA1 MMPA2

MMFB7

MMHt9
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MMSP1 MMSP2 MMSP3 MMSP4

MMSP5 MMSP6 MMSt1 MMSt3

MMSt4 MMSt5 MMSt6 MMSS1

MMSS2 MMSS4 MMSS5 MMSS7

MMSS8 MMAP6 MMSP7

sTock desIgns
St

O
C

K
 D

ES
IG

N
S

free cusToM saMples

MMSS11
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MMHD1 MMHD2 MMHD3 MMHD4

MMHD20 MMHD23 MMHD24 MMHD25

MMHD31 MMHD32 MMHD34 MMHD35

MMHD42 MMHD44 MMHD48 MMHD49

MMHD50 MMHD51 MMHD52 MMHD90

sTock desIgns
StO

C
K

 D
ESIG

N
S

free cusToM saMples
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tS
free cusToM saMples

acrylic ornaments

ultra Vivid eco wood ornaments

Item code: ornament-af

Item code: ornament-wu

These ornaments feature 1/8” thick clear acrylic over your graphic with 1/16” thick mirrored acrylic backing and 
can be cut into almost any shape.  each one is printed with our full color digital process and comes assembled with 
a decorative elastic cord.  ribbon is available for an additional $0.40 (p).  Intricate shapes will incur an additional 
cost of $0.85 (r).  see page 29 for example.  contact us about free spec samples!

These ornaments feature 1/4” thick recycled wood with a black vinyl backing and can be cut into almost any 
shape.  each one is printed with our ultra Vivid print process and comes assembled with a decorative elastic 
cord.  ribbon is available for an additonal $0.40 (p).  Intricate shapes will incur an additional cost of $0.85 (r).  
see page 29 for example.  contact us about free spec samples!

double sided acrylic 
ornaments will incur 
an additional set up 

fee as well as an
additional $0.40 (p)
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free cusToM saMples
Pricing for Acrylic Ornamentsacrylic ornaments

Pricing for Ultra Vivid Eco Wood Ornaments
ultra Vivid eco wood ornaments

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width 
by the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run, 
per side of imprint

Double Sided
Side View

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 8 sq inch 9 sq inch

50 5.14 6.20 7.04 8.10 9.32 10.36 
100 4.02 4.84 5.50 6.34 7.28 8.10 
250 3.70 4.44 5.04 5.82 6.68 7.42 
500 3.56 4.26 4.84 5.58 6.42 7.14 

1,000 3.42 4.10 4.66 5.38 6.18 6.86 

(p)

Side View

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width 
by the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 8 sq inch 9 sq inch

50 3.76 4.24 4.34 5.24 6.02 6.72
100 2.94 3.32 3.40 4.10 4.70 5.26
250 2.70 3.04 3.12 3.76 4.32 4.82
500 2.60 2.92 3.00 3.62 4.16 4.64

1,000 2.50 2.82 2.88 3.48 4.00 4.46

(p)

Side View

Standard
Elastic Cord 

Ribbon Upgrade
Add $0.40 (P)

Intricate shapes such 
as this will incur an 
additional cost of 

$0.85 (R)

Standard
Elastic Cord 

Ribbon Upgrade
Add $0.40 (P)

Elastic cords and 
ribbons come in a 
variety of colors.  

Please contact us for 
additional options.

Elastic cords and 
ribbons come in a 
variety of colors.  

Please contact us for 
additional options.
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clear acrylic ornaments
These ornaments feature 1/4” or 3/8” thick clear acrylic and can be cut into 
almost any shape.  each one is printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid 
print process and comes assembled with a decorative elastic cord.  ribbon is 
available for an additonal $0.40 (p).  Intricate shapes will incur an additional 
cost of $0.85 (r).  see page 29 for example. contact us about free spec samples!

1/4” Thick
Side View

birch ornaments

bamboo ornaments

Side View

laser etched Item code: ornament-ae
ultra Vivid Item code: ornament-au

These ornaments feature 1/4” thick birch and can be cut into almost any shape.  
each one is printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid print process and comes 
assembled with a decorative elastic cord.  ribbon is available for an additonal 
$0.40 (p).  Intricate shapes will incur an additional cost of $0.85 (r).  see page 
29 for example. contact us about free spec samples!

laser etched Item code: ornament-re
ultra Vivid Item code: ornament-ru

These ornaments feature 5/16” thick bamboo and can be cut into almost any 
shape.  each one is printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid print process 
and comes assembled with a decorative elastic cord.  ribbon is available for an 
additonal $0.40 (p).  Intricate shapes will incur an additional cost of $0.85 (r).  
see page 29 for example. contact us about free spec samples!

laser etched Item code: ornament-be
ultra Vivid Item code: ornament-bu

due to natural inconsistencies of 
wood, material grain, etching depth 

and imprint color may vary.

ornaMenTs
O

RN
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EN

tS
free cusToM saMples

3/8” Thick
Side View

Side View

Laser Etched
Ornaments

Laser Etched
Ornament

Ribbon Upgrade
Add $0.40 (P)

Laser Etched
Ornament

Elastic cords and ribbons 
come in a variety of colors.  

Please contact us for
additional options.

due to natural
inconsistencies of wood, 
material grain, etching 

depth and imprint color 
may vary.

Ribbon Upgrade
Add $0.40 (P)
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To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by the overall height of the item
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Pricing for Clear Acrylic Ornamentsclear acrylic ornaments

4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 8 sq inch 9 sq inch

50 4.06 4.98 5.64 6.62 7.60 8.50
100 3.18 3.90 4.42 5.18 5.94 6.64
250 2.92 3.58 4.06 4.76 5.44 6.10
500 2.80 3.44 3.90 4.56 5.24 5.86

1,000 2.70 3.30 3.74 4.40 5.04 5.64

4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 8 sq inch 9 sq inch

50 3.90 4.74 5.38 6.28 7.22 8.06
100 3.06 3.70 4.20 4.92 5.66 6.30 
250 2.80 3.40 3.86 4.52 5.18 5.78 
500 2.70 3.28 3.72 4.34 4.98 5.56 

1,000 2.58 3.14 3.56 4.18 4.80 5.36 

Pricing for Birch Ornaments

Pricing for Bamboo Ornaments

birch ornaments

bamboo ornaments

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

(p)

(p)

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by the 
overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by the 
overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

ornaMenTs
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tS
free cusToM saMples

1/4" 
thick

4 sq 
inch

5 sq 
inch

6 sq 
inch

7 sq 
inch

8 sq 
inch

9 sq 
inch

50 5.28 6.40 7.20 8.34 9.58 10.66 
100 4.12 5.00 5.62 6.52 7.50 8.34 
250 3.78 4.58 5.16 5.98 6.88 7.64 
500 3.64 4.40 4.96 5.76 6.60 7.36 

1,000 3.50 4.24 4.78 5.54 6.36 7.06 
(p)

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets to protect during shipment

(p)

3/8" 
thick 

4 sq 
inch

5 sq 
inch

6 sq 
inch

7 sq 
inch

8 sq 
inch

9 sq 
inch

50 6.02 7.34 8.38 9.72 11.20 12.48 
100 4.70 5.74 6.54 7.60 8.76 9.76 
250 4.32 5.26 6.00 6.96 8.02 8.94 
500 4.16 5.06 5.78 6.70 7.72 8.60 

1,000 4.00 4.86 5.56 6.44 7.42 8.28 

Standard
Elastic Cord 

Ribbon Upgrade
Add $0.40 (P)

Standard
Elastic Cord 

Ribbon Upgrade
Add $0.40 (P)

Elastic cords and 
ribbons come in a 
variety of colors.  

Please contact us for 
additional options.

For 3/8”, add Z to the end of the item code.
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Optional Rubber Feet Add
$0.40 (P) Per Coaster

coasTers free cusToM saMples
C
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Coaster sets of 2 or 4 available in a 
decorative white box with clear lid.  Sets 
are tied with a red, silver or gold cord.

Set of 4 pictured.
See page 33 for set pricing.

acrylic coasters
These coasters feature 1/4” thick acrylic cut to 3.5”x 3.5” with a cork 
bottom to protect surfaces.  each one is printed with our full color 
digital process.  rubber feet are available for an additional $0.40 (p).  
cork coasters are available in round our square only.  custom shapes 
are available with rubber feet. contact us about free spec samples!

Individual coaster Item code: coaster-afc 
set of 2: coaster-afc2
set of 4: coaster-afc4

Side View

Coaster sets of 2 or 4 available in a 
decorative white box with clear lid.  Sets 
are tied with a red, silver or gold cord.

Set of 2 pictured.
See page 33 for set pricing.

ultra Vivid eco wood coasters
These coasters feature 1/4” thick recycled wood with a black vinyl backing, 
cut to 3.5”x 3.5”.  each one is printed with our ultra Vivid print process.  
custom shapes are available.  rubber feet are available for an additional 
$1.00 (p).  contact us about free spec samples!

Individual coaster Item code: coaster-wu
set of 2: coaster-wu2
set of 4: coaster-wu4

Side View Bottom of Coaster
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Set up fee: $60 (R) 
on the first production run

Pricing for Individual Acrylic Coasters

Optional Rubber Feet Add
$0.40 (P) Per Coaster

coasTers free cusToM saMples

other types of packaging for individual coasters and coaster sets 
are available.  please contact us for a custom quote.

C
O

A
StERS

Set up fee: $60 (R)
on the first production run per design

Pricing for Acrylic Coaster Sets

standard packaging: 
Bulk wrapped in foam 
sheets to protect during 

shipment

acrylic coasters

Available Cord Colors
For Boxed Sets

3.5"x 3.5"

50 7.98 
100 6.22 
250 5.72 
500 5.50 

1,000 5.28 

(p)

Set of 2 Set of 4

50 sets 19.26 35.78 
100 sets 15.06 27.96 
250 sets 13.80 25.64 
500 sets 13.28 24.66 

1,000 sets 12.76 23.72 
(p)

Pricing for Individual Wood Coasters Pricing for Wood Coaster Sets
ultra Vivid eco wood coasters

Available Cord Colors
For Boxed Sets

coasters are not dishwasher safe.  wipe with damp cloth to clean.

coasters are sized to 3.5”x3.5”
please contact us for a custom quote on other sizes.

coasters are not dishwasher safe.  wipe with damp cloth to clean.

coasters are sized to 3.5”x3.5”
please contact us for a custom quote on other sizes.

Set up fee: $60 (R) 
on the first production run

Set up fee: $60 (R)
on the first production run per design

other types of packaging  for individual coasters and coaster 
sets are available.  please contact us for a custom quote.

Pricing shown is for cork 
backed coasters.  For rubber 

feet, add $0.40 (P) per coaster.

standard packaging: 
Bulk wrapped in foam 
sheets to protect during 

shipment

For rubber feet,
add $1.00 (P) per coaster.

3.5"x 3.5"

50 6.54 
100 5.10 
250 4.68 
500 4.50 

1,000 4.34 

(p)

Set of 2 Set of 4

50 sets 16.40 30.04 
100 sets 12.80 23.46 
250 sets 11.76 21.54 
500 sets 11.30 20.70 

1000 sets 10.86 19.90 
(p)
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coasTers free cusToM saMples
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Coaster sets of 2 or 4 available in a decorative white 
box with clear lid.  A black card is placed under the 

top coaster to show artwork.  Sets are tied with a 
red, silver or gold cord.

Set of 4 pictured.
See page 35 for set pricing.

clear acrylic coasters
These coasters feature 1/4” thick clear acrylic cut to 3.5”x 3.5”.  
each one is printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid print 
process and comes assembled with rubber feet to protect surfaces.  
contact us about free spec samples!

Individual laser etched coaster Item code: coaster-ae
 etched set of 2: coaster-ae2
etched set of 4: coaster-ae4

Individual ultra Vivid: coaster-au
ultra Vivid set of 2: coaster-au2
ultra Vivid set of 4: coaster-au4

Side View

Coaster sets of 2 or 4 available in a 
decorative white box with clear lid.  Sets 
are tied with a red, silver or gold cord.

Set of 2 pictured.
See page 35 for set pricing.

birch coasters
These coasters feature 1/4” thick birch cut 
to 3.5”x 3.5”.  each one is printed with our 
laser etched or ultra Vivid print process.  
contact us about free spec samples!

Side View

Individual laser etched coaster Item code: coaster-re
 etched set of 2: coaster-re2
etched set of 4: coaster-re4

Individual ultra Vivid: coaster-ru
ultra Vivid set of 2: coaster-ru2
ultra Vivid set of 4: coaster-ru4

Laser Etched
Coaster

Laser Etched
Coaster
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coasTers free cusToM saMples
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clear acrylic coasters

birch coasters

Set up fee: $60 (R) 
on the first production run

Pricing for Individual Acrylic Coasters

other types of packaging for individual coasters and coaster sets 
are available.  please contact us for a custom quote.

Set up fee: $60 (R)
on the first production run per design

Pricing for Acrylic Coaster Sets

standard packaging: 
Bulk wrapped in foam 
sheets to protect during 

shipment

Available Cord Colors
For Boxed Sets

3.5"x 3.5"

50 9.02 
100 7.04 
250 6.46 
500 6.22 

1,000 5.98 

(p)

Set of 2 Set of 4

50 sets 22.36 40.98 
100 sets 17.48 32.02 
250 sets 16.04 29.36 
500 sets 15.42 28.24 

1000 sets 14.82 27.16 
(p)

Pricing for Individual Birch Coasters Pricing for Birch Coaster Sets

Available Cord Colors
For Boxed Sets

coasters are not dishwasher safe.  wipe with damp cloth to clean.

coasters are sized to 3.5”x3.5”
please contact us for a custom quote on other sizes.

standard packaging: 
Bulk wrapped in foam 
sheets to protect during 

shipment

coasters are not dishwasher safe.  wipe with damp cloth to clean.

coasters are sized to 3.5”x3.5”
please contact us for a custom quote on other sizes.

Set up fee: $60 (R) 
on the first production run

Set up fee: $60 (R)
on the first production run per design

other types of packaging for individual coasters and coaster sets 
are available.  please contact us for a custom quote.

due to natural inconsistencies of wood, material grain, etching 
depth and imprint color may vary.

3.5"x 3.5"

50 7.48 
100 5.84 
250 5.36 
500 5.16 

1,000 4.96 

(p)

Set of 2 Set of 4

50 sets 18.70 34.24 
100 sets 14.62 26.76 
250 sets 13.42 24.54 
500 sets 12.90 23.60 

1000 sets 12.40 22.70 

(p)
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Coaster sets of 2 or 4 available in a 
decorative white box with clear lid.  Sets 
are tied with a red, silver or gold cord.

Set of 4 pictured.
See page 37 for set pricing.

bamboo coasters
These coasters feature 1/4” thick bamboo sized to 
4”x 4”.  each one is printed with our laser etched 
or ultra Vivid print process.  

Individual laser etched coaster Item code: coaster-be
 etched set of 2: coaster-be2
etched set of 4: coaster-be4

Individual ultra Vivid: coaster-bu
ultra Vivid set of 2: coaster-bu2
ultra Vivid set of 4: coaster-bu4

Side View

Coaster sets of  2 available in a
decorative white box with clear lid.

Sets are tied with a red,
silver or gold cord.

See page 37 for set pricing.

slate coasters
These coasters feature 4”x 4” slate with beveled 
edge and felt tabs on bottom of coasters to protect 
surfaces.  each one is printed with our laser etched 
or ultra Vivid print process.  

Side View

Individual laser etched coaster Item code: coaster-sle
 etched set of 2: coaster-sle2

Individual ultra Vivid: coaster-slu
ultra Vivid set of 2: coaster-slu2

coaster display holder
available for $4.80 (p)

Laser Etched
Coaster

Laser Etched
Coaster

Warning: Cancer and Reproductive Harm   www.P65warnings.ca.gov
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Set up fee: $60 (R) 
on the first production run

Pricing for Individual Bamboo Coasters

coasTers free VIrTual saMples

other types of packaging  for 
individual coasters and coaster 

sets are available.  please contact 
us for a custom quote.

C
O

A
StERS

Set up fee: $60 (R)
on the first production run per design

Pricing for Bamboo Coaster Sets

standard packaging: 
Individual coasters are 
bulk packed in boxes of 
24 pieces.  Sets are bulk 
packed in larger boxes.

bamboo coasters

Available Cord Colors
For Boxed Sets

4x4

50 4.06 
100 3.16 
250 2.90 
500 2.80 

1,000 2.68 

(p)

Set of 2 Set of 4

50 sets 14.30 22.40 
100 sets 11.18 17.50 
250 sets 10.26 16.06 
500 sets 9.86 15.44 

1000 sets 9.48 14.84 
(p)

Pricing for Individual Slate Coasters Pricing for Slate Coaster Sets
slate coasters

Available Cord Colors
For Boxed Sets

due to natural inconsistencies of wood, 
material grain, etching depth and imprint color may vary.

coasters are not dishwasher safe.  wipe with damp cloth to clean.

coasters are 4”x 4” - Imprint area is 3”x 3”
please contact us for a custom quote on other sizes.

other types of packaging for individual 
coasters and coaster sets are available.  
please contact us for a custom quote.

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets and 

packed in boxes of 12 pieces to 
protect during shipment

Sets are bulk packed in larger boxes.

coasters are not dishwasher safe.  wipe with damp cloth to clean.
coasters are 4”x 4” - Imprint area is 3”x 3”

Set up fee: $60 (R) 
on the first production run

Set up fee: $60 (R)
on the first production run per design

coaster display holder
available for $4.80 (p)

Bottom of Coaster

Laser Etched
Coaster

Imprinted
In The USA

Imprinted
In The USA

pricing is subject to change.  
please check our website for up 
to date pricing on slate coasters.

4x4

50 5.84 
100 4.58 
250 4.20 
500 4.04 

1,000 3.88 

(p)

Set of 2

50 sets 18.32 
100 sets 14.32 
250 sets 13.14 
500 sets 12.62 

1000 sets 12.14 

(p)
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 coasTers free VIrTual saMples
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Coaster sets of  2 available in a decorative 
white box with clear lid.  Sets are tied with 

a red, silver or gold cord.
See page 39 for set pricing.

sandstone coasters
These coasters feature 4”x 4” sandstone with cork on bottom 
of coasters to protect surfaces.  each one is printed with our 
ultra Vivid print process. 

Individual coaster Item code: coaster-ssu
ultra Vivid set of 2: coaster-ssu2

Side View

leather coasters
These coasters feature 4 - 4”x 4” leather coasters.  each 
one is printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid print 
process.  laser etching shows through gold.  

 Individual laser etched coaster Item code: coaster-le
Individual ultra Vivid coaster Item code: coaster-lu

etched set Item code: coaster-les4
ultra Vivid set of 4: coaster-lus4

Individual
Laser Etched Coaster

Ultra Vivid
Coaster Set of 4 With Holder

See page 39 for pricing and packaging
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Set up fee: $60 (R) 
on the first production run

Pricing for Individual Sandstone Coasters

 coasTers free VIrTual saMples

other types of packaging for individual 
coasters and coaster sets are available.  
please contact us for a custom quote.

C
O

A
StERS

Set up fee: $60 (R)
on the first production run per design

Pricing for Sandstone Coaster Sets

standard packaging: 
Individual coasters are 
bulk packed in boxes of 
60 pieces.  Sets are bulk 
packed in larger boxes.

sandstone coasters

Available Cord Colors
For Boxed Sets

4x4

50 4.06 
100 3.16 
250 2.90 
500 2.80 

1,000 2.68 
(p)

Pricing for Individual Leather Coasters
leather coasters

Side View

(p)

coasters are not dishwasher safe.  wipe with damp cloth to clean.
 coasters are 4”x 4” - Imprint area is 3”x 3”

standard packaging:
Individual coasters
are bulk packed.

Sets are polybagged and 
bulk packed in boxes 
of 10 sets, then bulk 

packed in larger boxes.

coasters are not dishwasher safe.  
wipe with damp cloth to clean.

coasters are 4”x 4”
Imprint area is 3”x 3”

Set up fee: $60 (R) 
on the first production run

Bottom of Coaster

Bottom of Coaster

Imprinted
In The USA

Imprinted
In The USA

due to natural inconsistencies 
of this material, imprint color 

and saturation may vary.

Set of 2

50 sets 14.30 
100 sets 11.18 
250 sets 10.26 
500 sets 9.86 

1000 sets 9.48 
(p)

Pricing for Leather Coaster Sets
Set up fee: $60 (R) 

on the first production run per design

Set of 4

50 sets 20.12 
100 sets 15.72 
250 sets 14.42 
500 sets 13.86 

1,000 sets 13.34 

4x4

50 4.78 
100 3.72 
250 3.42 
500 3.28 

1,000 3.16 
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phone sTands free cusToM saMples
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acrylic & eco wood phone stands
These acrylic phone stands feature 1/4” thick 
acrylic cut to 2.5” wide by 5” tall, and can be 
custom cut.  each one is printed with our full 

color digital process and comes with a
1/4” thick clear acrylic base to hold phone.  

contact us about free spec samples!

acrylic Item code: phone-af
eco wood Item code: phone-wu

bases can be imprinted for an additional charge and set up fee.  other sizes are also available.  
please contact us for a custom quote.

clear acrylic phone stands
These phone stands feature 1/4” thick clear acrylic cut to 2.5” wide by 5” tall, and 
can be custom cut.  each one is printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid print 
process and comes with a 1/4” thick clear acrylic base to hold phone.  
contact us about free spec samples!

laser etched Item code: phone-ae
ultra Vivid Item code: phone-au

bases can be imprinted for an additional charge and set up fee.  other sizes are also available.  
please contact us for a custom quote.

These eco wood phone stands feature 1/4” thick recycled 
wood with a black vinyl backing cut to 2.5” wide by 5” 
tall, and can be custom cut.  each one is printed with 
our ultra Vivid print process and comes with a 1/4” 

thick recycled wood base to hold phone.
contact us about free spec samples!

Laser Etched
Phone Stand
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Set up fee: $60 (R) 
on the first production run

Pricing for Acrylic Phone Stands

phone sTands free cusToM saMples
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Set up fee: $60 (R)
on the first production run

Pricing for Eco Wood Phone Stands

standard packaging: 
Individually wrapped in 
foam sheets with base to 
protect during shipment

acrylic & eco wood phone stands

Acrylic Side View 
With Phone On Stand

2.5"x 5"

50 10.86
100 8.48 
250 7.78 
500 7.48 

1,000 7.20 
(p)

optional packaging in
clear polybag with
instruction label

add $0.40 (p)

2.5"x 5"

50 8.34
100 6.52 
250 5.98 
500 5.76 

1,000 5.54 
(p)

Eco Wood Side View
With Phone On Stand

Set up fee: $60 (R) 
on the first production run

Pricing for Clear Acrylic Phone Stands

standard packaging: 
Individually wrapped in 
foam sheets with base to 
protect during shipment

clear acrylic phone stands

Side View
With Phone On Stand

2.5"x 5"

50 11.46
100 8.96 
250 8.22 
500 7.90 

1,000 7.60 
(p)

Acrylic Eco Wood

optional packaging in
clear polybag with
instruction label

add $0.40 (p)

Etched Ultra Vivid
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phone sTands free cusToM saMples
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birch phone stands
These phone stands feature 1/4” thick birch cut to 2.5” wide by 5” tall, and 
can be custom cut.  each one is printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid 
print process and comes with a 1/4” thick birch base to hold phone.  
contact us about free spec samples!

laser etched Item code: phone-re
ultra Vivid Item code: phone-ru

bases can be imprinted for an additional charge and set up fee.  other sizes are also available.  
please contact us for a custom quote.

bamboo phone stands laser etched Item code: phone-be
ultra Vivid Item code: phone-bu

bases can be imprinted for an additional charge and set up fee.  other sizes are also available.  
please contact us for a custom quote.

Laser Etched
Phone Stand

These phone stands feature 5/16” thick bamboo cut to 2.5” wide by 5” tall, 
and can be custom cut.  each one is printed with our laser etched or ultra 
Vivid print process and comes with a 5/16” thick bamboo base to hold phone.  
contact us about free spec samples!

Laser Etched
Phone Stand
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Set up fee: $60 (R) 
on the first production run

Pricing for Birch Phone Stands

phone sTands free cusToM saMples
PH
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birch phone stands

2.5"x 5"

50 9.64
100 7.52 
250 6.90 
500 6.64 

1,000 6.38 
(p)

Set up fee: $60 (R) 
on the first production run

Pricing for Bamboo Phone Stands

standard packaging: 
Individually wrapped in 
foam sheets with base to 
protect during shipment

bamboo phone stands

2.5"x 5"

50 10.28
100 8.04 
250 7.38 
500 7.10 

1,000 6.82 
(p)

optional packaging in
clear polybag with
instruction label

add $0.40 (p)

standard packaging: 
Individually wrapped in 
foam sheets with base to 
protect during shipment optional packaging in

clear polybag with
instruction label

add $0.40 (p)

due to natural inconsistencies of wood, 
material grain, etching depth and imprint 

color may vary.

due to natural inconsistencies of wood, 
material grain, etching depth and imprint 

color may vary.

Side View
With Phone On Stand

Side View
With Phone On Stand
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round ultra Vivid acrylic phone stands
These phone stands feature 1/2” thick clear acrylic cut to 4” diameter.
each one is printed with our ultra Vivid print process.  rubber feet are
available for an additional $1.00 (p).

Item code:phone-aur

free VIrTual saMplesphone accessorIes
PH
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Item code: cling-culogo Tac surface clings & signs

Logo tac shown on the
back of a phone case.

Phone case is not included.

These items feature our durable ultra Vivid print process on a 14 mil flexible 
micro suction material that will grip to almost any smooth flat surface. logo 

Tac is magnetic receptive, so you can use magnets in conjunction with logo Tac 
on materials like stainless steel and aluminum. The micro suction keeps the 

material firmly in place without leaving any residue when removed.  logo Tac 
products are shipped with a protective release liner to be removed before use. 

surfaces must be clean and free of debris prior to application.  clings should be removed prior to cleaning 
application surface.  for outdoor applications, periodically remove, clean and reapply.  To clean suction 

surface, rinse with water & allow to dry completely before re-application.

Optional Insert to 
accomodate

larger phones
for an additional

$1.00 (P)
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Pricing for Round Ultra Vivid 
Acrylic Phone Stands

round ultra Vivid acrylic phone stands

free VIrTual saMples

Side View

phone accessorIes
PH
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RIES

Set up fee: $60 (R) 
on the first production run

4x4

50 16.66 
100 13.02 
250 11.94 
500 11.48 

1,000 11.04 
(p)

stands fit most smart 
phones without a case.

other sizes are available, 
please contact us for a 

custom quote.

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

Optional Rubber Feet Add
$1.00 (P) Per Phone Stand

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by
the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Pricing for Surface Clings & Signslogo Tac surface clings & signs

12 sq 
inch

16 sq 
inch

24 sq 
inch

35 sq 
inch

80 sq 
inch

160 sq 
inch

25 3.76 5.02 7.52 10.96 25.04 50.08 
50 2.94 3.92 5.88 8.56 19.56 39.12 

100 2.70 3.60 5.38 7.86 17.96 35.90 
250 2.48 3.30 4.94 7.20 16.46 32.94 
500 2.38 3.18 4.76 6.94 15.84 31.66 

Back of Logo tac showing label
and clear release liner.

standard packaging:
Bulk packed in bags

pricing is subject to change.  please check our website for 
up to date pricing on all logo Tac products.

For outdoor applications, periodically 
remove, clean and reapply.

(p)

Bottom of stand
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fraMes free cusToM saMples
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acrylic frames
These frames feature 1/4” thick acrylic and can be cut with custom shapes.  
each one is printed with our full color digital process and given a strong, 
25 mil magnetic backing.  black plastic easel backer available in select sizes 
for an additional $3.60 (p) contact us about free spec samples!

ultra Vivid eco wood frames Magnet frame Item code: frame-wu
easel frame Item code: frame-wue

Magnet frame Item code: frame-af
easel frame Item code: frame-afe

center cut out of magnet frame is available
for an additional $0.50 (p)

These frames feature 1/4” thick recycled wood and can be cut with custom 
shapes.  each one is printed with our ultra Vivid print process and given a 
strong, 25 mil magnetic backing.  black plastic easel backer available in select 
sizes for an additional $3.60 (p) contact us about free spec samples!

shown with photo 4x6 frame shown with
4x5 easel backer
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fraMes free cusToM saMples
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acrylic frames

Magnet Frame Side View

ultra Vivid eco wood frames

Pricing for Acrylic Magnet Frames

Easel Frame Side View

2x3 3x4 4x5 4x6 5x7

50 4.62 8.58 12.42 16.34 24.54 
100 3.60 6.70 9.70 12.78 19.18 
250 3.30 6.16 8.90 11.72 17.60 
500 3.18 5.92 8.56 11.26 16.92 

1,000 3.06 5.68 8.22 10.84 16.28 

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

(p)

Pricing is based on the overall outer dimension of the frame
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Pricing in grid is for the magnet frames.

easel frames are available in 4x5, 4x6, 5x7 sizes. 
add $3.60 (p) to the magnet frame pricing.

4x5 and 4x6 frames will hold 3x5 insert
5x7 frames will hold 4x6 insert

Magnet Frame Side View

Pricing for Eco Wood Magnet Frames

Easel Frame Side View

2x3 3x4 4x5 4x6 5x7

50 3.74 7.00 10.16 13.28 19.94 
100 2.92 5.46 7.94 10.38 15.58 
250 2.68 5.02 7.28 9.52 14.30 
500 2.58 4.82 7.00 9.16 13.74 

1,000 2.48 4.64 6.74 8.80 13.22 

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

(p)

Pricing is based on the overall outer dimension of the frame
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Pricing in grid is for the magnet frames.

easel frames are available in 4x5, 4x6, 5x7 sizes. 
add $3.60 (p) to the magnet frame pricing.

4x5 and 4x6 frames will hold 3x5 insert
5x7 frames will hold 4x6 insert

center cut out of magnet frame is available
for an additional $0.50 (p)

center cut out of magnet frame is available
for an additional $0.50 (p)

4x6 frame shown with
4x5 easel backer
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fraMes free cusToM saMples
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birch frames
These frames feature 1/4” thick birch and can be cut with 
custom shapes.  each one is printed with our laser etched 
or ultra Vivid print process and given a strong, 25 mil 
magnetic backing.  black plastic easel backer available in 
select sizes for an additional $3.60 (p) contact us about 
free spec samples!

bamboo frames
These frames feature 5/16” thick bamboo and can be cut with 
custom shapes.  each one is printed with our laser etched or 
ultra Vivid print process and given a strong, 25 mil magnetic 
backing.  black plastic easel backer available in select sizes for 
an additional $3.60 (p) contact us about free spec samples!

etched Magnet frame Item code: frame-re
ultra Vivid Magnet frame: frame-ru

etched easel frame: frame-ree
ultra Vivid easel frame: frame-rue

etched Magnet frame Item code: frame-be
ultra Vivid Magnet frame: frame-bu

etched easel frame: frame-bee
ultra Vivid easel frame: frame-beu

due to natural 
inconsistencies of 

wood, material grain, 
etching depth and 
imprint color may 

vary.

due to natural inconsistencies of wood, 
material grain, etching depth and imprint 

color may vary.

Laser Etched
Easel Frame

Laser Etched
Magnet Frame
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fraMes free cusToM saMples
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birch frames

Magnet Frame Side View

bamboo frames

Pricing for Birch Magnet Frames

Easel Frame Side View

2x3 3x4 4x5 4x6 5x7

50 4.68 9.36 14.02 18.66 28.02 
100 3.66 7.30 10.96 14.58 21.88 
250 3.36 6.70 10.06 13.38 20.08 
500 3.22 6.44 9.66 12.86 19.30 

1,000 3.10 6.20 9.30 12.38 18.56 

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

(p)

Pricing is based on the overall outer dimension of the frame
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Pricing in grid is for the magnet frames.

easel frames are available in 4x5, 4x6, 5x7 sizes. 
add $3.60 (p) to the magnet frame pricing.

4x5 and 4x6 frames will hold 3x5 insert
5x7 frames will hold 4x6 insert

Magnet Frame Side View

Easel Frame Side View

2x3 3x4 4x5 4x6 5x7

50 4.62 9.22 13.80 18.44 27.64 
100 3.60 7.20 10.78 14.40 21.60 
250 3.30 6.60 9.88 13.22 19.82 
500 3.18 6.36 9.50 12.70 19.06 

1,000 3.06 6.10 9.14 12.22 18.32 

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

(p)

Pricing is based on the overall outer dimension of the frame
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Pricing in grid is for the magnet frames.

easel frames are available in 4x5, 4x6, 5x7 sizes. 
add $3.60 (p) to the magnet frame pricing.

4x5 and 4x6 frames will hold 3x5 insert
5x7 frames will hold 4x6 insert

Pricing for Bamboo Magnet Frames

Laser Etched
Easel Frame center cut out of magnet frame is available

for an additional $0.50 (p)

center cut out of magnet frame is available
for an additional $0.50 (p)
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Pricing for Clear Acrylic Framesclear acrylic frames

These frames feature two pieces of 3/8” clear acrylic held together with 
two sets of cylinder magnets.  each one is printed with our laser etched 
or ultra Vivid printing process.

Pricing for Acrylic Desk Plaque Frames

Pricing for Bamboo Desk Plaque Frames

acrylic desk plaque frames

bamboo desk plaque frames

laser etched Item code: frame-aeZ
ultra Vivid Item code: frame-auZ

These frames feature 1/4” thick clear acrylic over your graphic with 1/8” thick black acrylic backing 
with a 3/8” thick clear acrylic removable piece, held together with two sets of cylinder magnets.

Item code: frame-afZ

These frames feature 5/16” thick bamboo with our laser etched or 
ultra Vivid print process with a 3/8” thick clear acrylic  removeable 
piece, held together with two sets of cylindar magnets.

laser etched Item code: frame-beZ
ultra Vivid Item code: frame-buZ

due to natural 
inconsistencies of 

wood, material 
grain, etching depth 
and imprint color 

may vary.

Laser Etched
Frame

blank frames are also available.  
please contact us for a custom 
quote.  shown here with photo 

insert.

shown with photo

Laser Etched
Frame
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fraMes free VIrTual saMples
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Pricing for Clear Acrylic Framesclear acrylic frames

Pricing for Acrylic Desk Plaque Frames

Pricing for Bamboo Desk Plaque Frames

acrylic desk plaque frames

bamboo desk plaque frames

2x3 3x4 4x5 4x6 5x7

25 11.56 21.82 29.24 37.32 51.72 
50 10.60 20.02 26.84 34.24 47.46 

100 9.72 18.36 24.62 31.42 43.54 
250 9.36 17.66 23.68 30.20 41.86 
500 9.00 16.98 22.76 29.04 40.26 

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

(p)

Pricing is based on the overall outer dimension of the frame
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Side View

other thicknesses of clear 
acrylic are available.  please 

contact us for a custom quote.

3x4 4x5 4x6 5x7

25 21.82 30.12 38.18 54.54 
50 20.02 27.64 35.02 50.02 

100 18.36 25.36 32.14 45.90 
250 17.66 24.38 30.90 44.14 
500 16.98 23.44 29.70 42.44 

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

(p)

Pricing is based on the overall outer dimension of the frame
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Side View

other thicknesses of clear 
acrylic are available.  please 

contact us for a custom quote.

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

Pricing is based on the overall outer dimension of the frame
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Side View

other thicknesses of clear 
acrylic are available.  please 

contact us for a custom quote.

shown with photo

3x4 4x5 4x6 5x7

25 31.66 45.76 60.20 88.14 
50 29.04 41.98 55.22 80.86 

100 26.64 38.52 50.66 74.18 
250 25.62 37.04 48.72 71.32 
500 24.64 35.62 46.84 68.58 (p)

2x3 frame
has one magnet 

location
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ultra Vivid stock awards

laser etched stock awards

full color stock awards

award-su-ss8

award-su-sp5

award-se-sa2award-se-sn25

award-sf-sa7

award-sf-sr1

These awards feature 3/8” thick clear acrylic.  each one 
is printed with our laser etched print process and comes 
glued to a 3/8” thick clear acrylic base.

These awards feature 1/4” thick clear acrylic over your 
graphic with 1/8” thick black acrylic backing.  awards 
come glued to a 3/8” thick clear acrylic base.

These awards feature 3/8” thick clear acrylic.  each one 
is printed with our ultra Vivid print process and comes 
glued to a 3/8” thick clear acrylic base.

Item code:  award-su- (stock code)

Item code:  award-se- (stock code)

Item code:  award-sf- (stock code)
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Pricing for Ultra Vivid Awards

Pricing for Laser Etched Awards

Pricing for Full Color Awards

Small  Medium  Large  

10 38.50 63.00 110.50 
25 33.50 54.50 96.00 
50 30.50 50.00 88.00 

100 28.00 46.00 81.00 
250 27.00 44.00 78.00 

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

(p)

other thicknesses of acrylic 
are available.  please contact 

us for a custom quote.

Pricing is based on 3/8” thick award, glued to 3/8” clear acrylic base
Pricing Set up fee: $100 (R) on the first production run

dimensions for small, medium 
and large awards vary by design.  
see following pages for sizing on 
each stock design.  custom sizes 

are available.  please contact us for 
a custom quote.

personalization charge is  $1.40 (p) 
per line of text change.

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

other thicknesses of acrylic 
are available.  please contact 

us for a custom quote.

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

other thicknesses of acrylic 
are available.  please contact 

us for a custom quote.

Small  Medium  Large  

10 38.50 63.00 110.50 
25 33.50 54.50 96.00 
50 30.50 50.00 88.00 

100 28.00 46.00 81.00 
250 27.00 44.00 78.00 

(p)

Pricing is based on 3/8” thick award, glued to 3/8” clear acrylic base
Pricing Set up fee: $100 (R) on the first production run

dimensions for small, medium 
and large awards vary by design.  
see following pages for sizing on 
each stock design.  custom sizes 

are available.  please contact us for 
a custom quote.

personalization charge is  $1.40 (p) 
per line of text change.

Small  Medium  Large  

10 32.00 50.00 85.50 
25 28.00 43.50 74.50 
50 25.50 40.00 68.00 

100 23.50 37.00 62.50 
250 22.50 35.50 60.00 

(p)

Pricing is based on 3/8” thick award, glued to 3/8” clear acrylic base
Pricing Set up fee: $100 (R) on the first production run

dimensions for small, medium 
and large awards vary by design.  
see following pages for sizing on 
each stock design.  custom sizes 

are available.  please contact us for 
a custom quote.

personalization charge is  $1.40 (p) 
per line of text change.

ultra Vivid stock awards

full color stock awards
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Stock Code:SS1
Imprint shown: Ultra Vivid

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 6” tall

Large: 9” tall

awards free VIrTual saMples
AW
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Stock Code:SS2
Imprint shown: Laser Etched

Small: 3” tall
Medium: 4.5” tall

Large: 6.5” tall

Stock Code: SS3
Imprint shown: Full Color

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 5.5” tall

Large: 8” tall

When ordering stock awards, please note the stock code, imprint style, as well as the size 
of award desired.  Custom options are available, please contact us for a custom quote.

Stock Code: SS4
Imprint shown: Ultra Vivid

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 7” tall
Large: 9.5” tall

Stock Code: SS5
Imprint shown: Laser Etched

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 7” tall
Large: 8.5” tall

Stock Code: SS6
Imprint shown: Full Color

Small: 5” tall
Medium: 7” tall
Large: 10” tall

Stock Code: SS7
Imprint shown: Ultra Vivid

Small: 5” tall
Medium: 8” tall
Large: 9.5” tall

Stock Code: SS8
Imprint shown: Laser Etched

Small: 5” tall
Medium: 7” tall
Large: 9.5” tall

Stock Code: SS9
Imprint shown: Full Color

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 7” tall
Large: 9.5” tall
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Stock Code: SA1
Imprint shown: Ultra Vivid

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 8” tall
Large: 10” tall

Stock Code:SA2
Imprint shown: Laser Etched

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 7.5” tall

Large: 9.5” tall

Stock Code: SA3
Imprint shown: Full Color

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 7.5” tall

Large: 9.5” tall

When ordering stock awards, please note the stock code, imprint style, as well as the size 
of award desired.  Custom options are available, please contact us for a custom quote.

Stock Code: SA4
Imprint shown: Ultra Vivid

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 6” tall
Large: 9.5” tall

Stock Code: SA5
Imprint shown: Laser Etched

Small: 5” tall
Medium: 7.5” tall

Large: 10” tall

Stock Code: SA6
Imprint shown: Full Color

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 7.5” tall

Large: 10” tall

Stock Code: SA7
Imprint shown: Ultra Vivid

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 7.5” tall

Large: 10” tall

Stock Code: SA8
Imprint shown: Laser Etched

Small: 4” tall
Medium: 5” tall 

Large: 9” tall

Stock Code: SA9
Imprint shown: Full Color

Small: 5” tall
Medium: 7” tall
Large: 10” tall
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Stock Code: SA10
Imprint shown: Ultra Vivid

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 7.5” tall

Large: 9” tall

awards free VIrTual saMples
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Stock Code: SA11
Imprint shown: Laser Etched

Small: 4” tall
Medium: 5” tall

Large: 8” tall

Stock Code:SA12
Imprint shown: Full Color

Small: 3.5” tall
Medium: 5” tall

Large: 7” tall

When ordering stock awards, please note the stock code, imprint style, as well as the size 
of award desired.  Custom options are available, please contact us for a custom quote.

Stock Code:SA13
Imprint shown: Ultra Vivid

Small: 5.5” tall
Medium: 7.5” tall

Large: 10” tall

Stock Code: SA14
Imprint shown: Laser Etched

Small: 3” tall
Medium: 4.5” tall

Large: 6” tall

Stock Code:SA15
Imprint shown: Full Color

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 6” tall
Large: 8.5” tall

Stock Code: SA16
Imprint shown: Ultra Vivid

Small: 5” tall
Medium: 8” tall
Large: 10” tall

Stock Code: SA17
Imprint shown: Laser Etched

Small: 3.5” tall
Medium: 4.5” tall

Large: 8” tall

Stock Code: SA18
Imprint shown: Full Color

Small: 5.5” tall
Medium: 8” tall

Large: 10”tall
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Stock Code: SA19
Imprint shown: Ultra Vivid

Small: 5.5” tall
Medium: 7.5” tall

Large: 9.5” tall

Stock Code:SA20
Imprint shown: Laser Etched

Small: 5.5” tall
Medium: 8” tall
Large: 10” tall

Stock Code: SA21
Imprint shown: Full Color

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 6” tall
Large: 10” tall

When ordering stock awards, please note the stock code, imprint style, as well as the size 
of award desired.  Custom options are available, please contact us for a custom quote.

Stock Code:SA22
Imprint shown: Ultra Vivid

Small: 5.5” tall
Medium: 8” tall
Large: 10.5” tall

Stock Code: SA23
Imprint shown: Laser Etched

Small: 2.5” tall
Medium: 3.5” tall

Large: 5” tall

Stock Code:SA24
Imprint shown: Full Color

Small: 6” tall
Medium: 9” tall
Large: 10.5” tall

Stock Code:SA25
Imprint shown: Ultra Vivid

Small: 5” tall
Medium: 8” tall
Large: 10” tall

Stock Code: SA26
Imprint shown: Laser Etched

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 5.5” tall

Large: 10” tall

Stock Code:SA27
Imprint shown: Full Color

Small: 6” tall
Medium: 7” tall

Large: 9” tall
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Stock Code: SA28
Imprint shown: Ultra Vivid

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 5.5” tall

Large: 8.5” tall

awards free VIrTual saMples
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Stock Code: SA29
Imprint shown: Laser Etched

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 6” tall

Large: 9.5” 

Stock Code:SR1
Imprint shown: Full Color

Small: 3” tall
Medium: 4.5” tall

Large: 6” tall

When ordering stock awards, please note the stock code, imprint style, as well as the size 
of award desired.  Custom options are available, please contact us for a custom quote.

Stock Code: SP1
Imprint shown: Ultra Vivid

Small: 3.5” tall
Medium: 5.5” tall

Large: 7.5” tall

Stock Code: SP2
Imprint shown: Laser Etched

Small: 3.5” tall
Medium: 5.5” tall

Large: 7.5” tall

Stock Code:SP3
Imprint shown: Full Color

Small: 3.5” tall
Medium: 5.5” tall

Large: 7.5” tall

Stock Code: SP4
Imprint shown: Ultra Vivid

Small: 3.5” tall
Medium: 5.5” tall

Large: 7.5” tall

Stock Code:SP5
Imprint shown: Laser Etched

Small: 3.5” tall
Medium: 5.5” tall

Large: 7.5” tall

Stock Code: SP6
Imprint shown: Full Color

Small: 3.5” tall
Medium: 5.5” tall

Large: 7.5” tall
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Stock Code: SP7
Imprint shown: Ultra Vivid

Small: 3.5” tall
Medium: 5.5” tall

Large: 7.5” tall

Stock Code:SN1
Imprint shown: Laser Etched

Small: 5.5” tall
Medium: 8” tall
Large: 10” tall

Stock Code:SN5
Imprint shown: Full Color

Small: 5” tall
Medium: 8” tall
Large: 10” tall

When ordering stock awards, please note the stock code, imprint style, as well as the size 
of award desired.  Custom options are available, please contact us for a custom quote.

Stock Code:SN10
Imprint shown: Ultra Vivid

Small: 5” tall
Medium: 7.5” tall

Large: 10” tall

Stock Code: SN25
Imprint shown: Laser Etched

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 5” tall

Large: 9” tall

Stock Code: StUSA
Imprint shown: Full Color

Small: 3” tall
Medium: 4.5” tall

Large: 6” tall

Stock Code: StCA
Imprint shown: Ultra Vivid

Small: 5” tall
Medium: 7” tall
Large: 10” tall

Stock Code: StFL
Imprint shown: Laser Etched

Small: 4.5” tall
Medium: 7.5” tall

Large: 9” tall

Stock Code: SttX
Imprint shown: Full Color

Small: 4” tall
Medium: 5.5” tall

Large: 7.5” tall
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clear acrylic awards
These awards feature 3/8” thick clear acrylic and can be cut into almost 
any shape.  each one is printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid 
printing process and comes glued to a 3/8” thick clear acrylic base.

full color acrylic awards

custom awards

laser etched Item code: award-ae
ultra Vivid Item code: award-au

Item code: award-af

There are endless possibilities for custom awards.  all custom awards 
will require a custom quote based on material and sizing.  please 
contact us to discuss your project and ideas.

awards free VIrTual saMples
AW

A
RD

S These awards feature 1/4” thick clear acrylic over your graphic with 1/8” thick 
black acrylic backing.  awards come glued to a 3/8” thick clear acrylic base.

Laser Etched
Awards

ultra Vivid imprint on
3/4” thick clear acrylic.

ultra Vivid imprint 
on clear acrylic with a

laser etched black 
acrylic layer.
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Pricing for Clear Acrylic Awardsclear acrylic awards

full color acrylic awards

custom awards

Mini   Small  Medium  Large  

10 29.00 38.50 63.00 110.50 
25 25.00 33.50 54.50 96.00 
50 23.00 30.50 50.00 88.00 

100 21.00 28.00 46.00 81.00 
250 20.50 27.00 44.00 78.00 

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

(p)

other thicknesses of clear acrylic are available.  
please contact us for a custom quote.

awards free VIrTual saMples
Pricing is based on 3/8” thick award, glued to 3/8” clear acrylic base

Pricing Set up fee: $100 (R) on the first production run
Mini award is approximately 3”x4”

small award is approximately 4”x5” 

Medium award is approximately 5”x7”

large award is approximately 8”x10”

Pricing for Full Color Acrylic Awards

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

(p)

other thicknesses of clear acrylic are available.  
please contact us for a custom quote.

Pricing is based on 3/8” thick award, glued to 3/8” clear acrylic base
Pricing Set up fee: $100 (R) on the first production run

Mini award is approximately 3”x4”

small award is approximately 4”x5” 

Medium award is approximately 5”x7”

large award is approximately 8”x10”

Mini   Small  Medium  Large  

10 25.00 32.00 50.00 85.50 
25 21.50 28.00 43.50 74.50 
50 20.00 25.50 40.00 68.00 

100 18.50 23.50 37.00 62.50 
250 17.50 22.50 35.50 60.00 

AW
A

RD
S

ultra Vivid impirnt and laser 
etched graphic

on clear acrylic with black 
acrylic base.

laser etched graphic on clear 
acrylic with full color raised 

layer surfboard shape.
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full color wall plaques
These plaques feature 1/8” thick clear acrylic over 
your graphic with 1/8” thick black acrylic backing 
or 1/4” recycled wood, and can be cut into almost 
any shape.  each acrylic plaque is printed with 
our full color digital process, each wood plaque is 
printed with our ultra Vivid print process.

acrylic wall plaque Item code: plaque-afw
acrylic hanging sign: plaque-afr

eco wood wall plaque: plaque-wuw
eco wood hanging sign: plaque-wur

birch wall plaques
These plaques feature 1/4” thick birch and can be cut 
into almost any shape. each one is printed with our 
laser etched or ultra Vivid print process.

laser etched Item code: plaque-we
ultra Vivid Item code: plaque-wu

bamboo wall plaques laser etched Item code: plaque-be
ultra Vivid Item code: plaque-bu

wall hanger
backer

wall hanger
backer

wall hanger
backer

These plaques feature 5/16” thick bamboo and can be 
cut into almost any shape. each one is printed with our 
laser etched or ultra Vivid print process.

Laser Etched
Wall Plaque

Acrylic 
Wall Plaque

Eco Wood
Hanging Sign

Laser Etched
Wall Plaque
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full color wall plaques Pricing for Full Color Wall Plaques

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in 

foam sheets
to protect during 

shipment

(p)

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run
Pricing is valid for wall plaque backer or 14” black rope.  Please note which is preferred when ordering.

due to natural inconsistencies of wood, 
material grain, etching depth and imprint 

color may vary.

Acrylic
3x4

12 sq 
inch

4x5
20 sq 
inch

5x7
35 sq 
inch

8x10
80 sq 
inch

25 9.62 13.46 25.00 54.26 
50 8.82 12.34 22.92 49.78 

100 8.10 11.32 21.04 45.66 
250 7.42 10.38 19.30 41.90 
500 7.14 9.98 18.56 40.28 

(p)

Eco 
Wood

3x4
12 sq 
inch

4x5
20 sq 
inch

5x7
35 sq 
inch

8x10
80 sq 
inch

25 7.74 10.72 19.66 42.16 
50 7.10 9.82 18.04 38.68 

100 6.52 9.02 16.54 35.48 
250 5.98 8.28 15.18 32.56 
500 5.74 7.96 14.60 31.30 

birch wall plaques Pricing for Birch Wall Plaques

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in 

foam sheets
to protect during 

shipment

(p)

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run
Pricing is valid for wall hanger backer or 14” black rope.

Please note which is preferred when ordering.

3x4
12 sq 
inch

4x5
20 sq 
inch

5x7
35 sq 
inch

8x10
80 sq 
inch

25 9.00 12.72 23.86 46.12 
50 8.26 11.68 21.90 42.30 

100 7.58 10.72 20.08 38.82 
250 6.96 9.84 18.44 35.60 
500 6.68 9.46 17.72 34.24 

due to natural inconsistencies of wood, 
material grain, etching depth and imprint 

color may vary.

Pricing for Bamboo Wall Plaques

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in 

foam sheets
to protect during 

shipment

(p)

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run
Pricing is valid for wall hanger backer or 14” black rope.

Please note which is preferred when ordering.

3x4
12 sq 
inch

4x5
20 sq 
inch

5x7
35 sq 
inch

8x10
80 sq 
inch

25 8.94 12.64 23.64 45.74 
50 8.22 11.60 21.68 41.96 

100 7.54 10.64 19.90 38.50 
250 6.92 9.76 18.26 35.32 
500 6.64 9.38 17.56 33.96 
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acrylic desk plaques with base
These plaques feature 1/4” thick acrylic and can be cut into almost any shape.  
each one is printed with our full color digital process and given a strong, 25 mil 
magnetic backing.  plaques come with a 1/4” thick clear acrylic, slotted base.

point of sale signs
These signs feature 1/16” thick clear acyrlic over your graphic with a 
1/16” clear acrylic backing and are bent to stand on any flat surface.

Item code: sign-af

Item code: plaque-afab
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acrylic desk plaques with base Pricing for Acrylic Desk Plaques with Base

Side View

2x3
6 sq inch

3x3
9 sq inch

3x4
12 sq inch

4x5
20 sq inch

5x7
35 sq inch

25 5.20 9.30 11.50 16.84 31.82 
50 4.76 8.54 10.54 15.44 29.18 

100 4.38 7.84 9.68 14.18 26.78 
250 4.02 7.18 8.88 13.00 24.56 
500 3.86 6.92 8.54 12.50 23.62 

standard packaging:
Individually wrapped in foam sheets
with base to protect during shipment

(p)

Pricing includes 1/4” thick clear acrylic base
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Standard
Side View

Pricing for Point of Sale Signs

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

plaques can also be used as a magnet.

base can be imprinted for an additional cost and set up fee.  

double sided plaques are available for an additional cost and set up fee.

please contact us for custom a quote.

Small Med Large

25 16.10 29.36 55.80 
50 14.78 26.92 51.20 

100 13.56 24.70 46.98 
250 12.44 22.66 43.10 
500 11.96 21.80 41.44 

(p)

small sign is approximately 4”x 3.75” 

Medium sign is approximately 5”x 6”

large sign is approximately 8”x 8”

other sizes are available.
please contact us for a custom quote.

Optional bend style 
shown, please

contact us for a
custom quote.
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acrylic desk plaques
These plaques feature 1/8” thick clear acrylic over your 
graphic with 1/8” thick black acrylic backing and can be 
cut into almost any shape.  each one is printed with our 
full color digital process.

eco wood desk plaques
These plaques feature 1/4” thick recycled wood and can 
be cut into almost any shape.  each one is printed with 
our ultra Vivid print process.

plaque with screwposts Item code: plaque-wuMp
plaque with peg stand Item code: plaque-wuap

plaque with screwposts Item code: plaque-afMp
plaque with peg stand Item code: plaque-afap

Plaque with Peg Stand

Plaque with Peg Stand

Plaque with Screwposts
Additional $3.50 (P)

Plaque with Screwposts
Additional $3.50 (P)
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acrylic desk plaques Pricing for Acrylic Desk Plaques

Peg Stand Side View

2x3
6 sq inch

3x3
9 sq inch

3x4
12 sq inch

4x5
20 sq inch

5x7
35 sq inch

50 5.08 7.28 10.16 12.34 23.22 
100 4.66 6.68 9.32 11.32 21.30 
250 4.26 6.12 8.56 10.38 19.54 
500 4.10 5.88 8.22 9.98 18.78 

1,000 3.94 5.66 7.92 9.60 18.06 

standard packaging:
Plaques ship unassembled, individually 

wrapped with peg or screwposts in a 
foam wrap to protect during shipment

(p)

Pricing includes Peg Stand.  Add $3.50 (P) for screwposts.
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Pricing for Eco Wood Desk Plaques

Screwpost Side ViewScrewpost with Cap Unscrewed

Peg Stand Side & Back View

standard packaging:
Plaques ship unassembled, individually 

wrapped with peg or screwposts in a 
foam wrap to protect during shipment

(p)

Pricing includes Peg Stand.  Add $3.50 (P) for screwposts.
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Screwpost Side ViewScrewpost with Cap Unscrewed

2x3
6 sq inch

3x3
9 sq inch

3x4
12 sq inch

4x5
20 sq inch

5x7
35 sq inch

50 4.32 5.96 8.64 9.84 18.36 
100 3.98 5.46 7.94 9.02 16.86 
250 3.64 5.02 7.28 8.28 15.46 
500 3.50 4.82 7.00 7.96 14.86 

1,000 3.36 4.64 6.74 7.66 14.30 

Plaque with Screwposts
Additional $3.50 (P)
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birch desk plaques
These plaques feature 1/4” thick birch and 
can be cut into almost any shape.  each one is 
printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid 
print process.

bamboo desk plaques
These plaques feature 5/16” thick bamboo and 
can be cut into almost any shape.  each one is 
printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid 
print process.

etched plaque with screwposts Item code: plaque-beMp
 ultra Vivid plaque with screwposts: plaque-buMp

etched plaque with peg stand: plaque-beap
 ultra Vivid plaque with peg stand: plaque-buap

etched plaque with screwposts Item code: plaque-reMp
 ultra Vivid plaque with screwposts: plaque-ruMp

etched plaque with peg stand: plaque-reap
 ultra Vivid plaque with peg stand: plauqe-ruap

due to natural inconsistencies of wood, 
material grain, etching depth and imprint 

color may vary.

due to natural inconsistencies of wood, 
material grain, etching depth and imprint 

color may vary.

Laser Etched
Plaque with Peg Stand

Laser Etched
Plaque with Screwposts

Additional $3.50 (P)

Ultra Vivid
Plaque with
Screwposts

Additional $3.50 (P)

Ultra Vivid
Plaque with Peg Stand
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birch desk plaques

bamboo desk plaques

Pricing for Birch Desk Plaques

2x3
6 sq inch

3x3
9 sq inch

3x4
12 sq inch

4x5
20 sq inch

5x7
35 sq inch

50 5.08 6.78 7.96 10.94 19.82 
100 4.66 6.22 7.30 10.04 18.20 
250 4.26 5.70 6.70 9.20 16.68 
500 4.10 5.48 6.44 8.86 16.04 

1,000 3.94 5.28 6.20 8.52 15.44 

standard packaging:
Plaques ship unassembled, individually 

wrapped with peg or screwposts in a 
foam wrap to protect during shipment

(p)

Pricing includes Peg Stand.  Add $3.50 (P) for screwposts.
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Pricing for Bamboo Desk Plaques

Screwpost Side View

Peg Stand Side View

2x3
6 sq inch

3x3
9 sq inch

3x4
12 sq inch

4x5
20 sq inch

5x7
35 sq inch

50 5.96 8.30 9.86 13.78 25.52 
100 5.46 7.60 9.04 12.64 23.42 
250 5.02 6.98 8.30 11.60 21.48 
500 4.82 6.72 7.98 11.14 20.66 

1,000 4.64 6.46 7.68 10.72 19.86 

standard packaging:
Plaques ship unassembled, individually 

wrapped with peg or screwposts in a 
foam wrap to protect during shipment

(p)

Pricing includes Peg Stand.  Add $3.50 (P) for screwposts.
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Screwpost Side View

Screwpost with Cap Unscrewed

Screwpost with Cap Unscrewed

Peg Stand Side & Back View

Ultra Vivid
Plaque with
Screwposts

Additional $3.50 (P)
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desk Mirrors
These mirrors feature 1/8” thick mirrored acrylic and can be cut into almost 
any shape.  each one is printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid print 
process.  Mirrors come unassembled with metal screwposts.

laser etched Item code: Mirror-aeMp
ultra Vivid Item code: Mirror-auMp

pocket Mirrors
These mirrors feature 1/8” thick clear acrylic over your graphic with a 1/16” 
thick mirrored acrylic backing.  each one is printed with our full color digital 
process and comes in a clear vinyl sleeve.

Item code: Mirror-af

light switch covers
These switch covers feature our 1/8” thick clear acrylic over your graphic, 
printed with our full color digital process.  screws are not included.

Item code: switch-af

Side View

Laser Etched
Desk Mirror
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desk Mirrors Pricing for Desk Mirrors

pocket Mirrors Pricing for Pocket Mirrors

standard packaging:
Individually packaged 
in a clear vinyl sleeve.

(p)

1.75x2.75 2x3

50 5.82 6.62 
100 4.54 5.18 
250 4.18 4.76 
500 4.02 4.56 

1,000 3.86 4.40 
other sizes are available to be packaged 

individually in a clear polybag.
please contact us for a custom quote.

light switch covers Pricing for Light Switch Covers

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in 

foam sheets
to protect during 

shipment

(p)

single 
toggle

50 8.94 
100 7.00 
250 6.42 
500 6.16 

1,000 5.94 

Side View

3X4 4X5 5X7

25 15.12 20.08 36.02 
50 13.88 18.42 33.04 

100 12.74 16.90 30.32 
250 11.68 15.52 27.82 
500 11.24 14.92 26.74 

standard packaging:
Plaques ship unassembled, 
individually wrapped with 

screwposts in a foam wrap to 
protect during shipment

(p)

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Pricing is based on standard single toggle switch cover.
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Side View

other sizes and switch 
styles are available.

please contact us for a 
custom quote.

swith covers
do noT Include 

screws

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run
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full color acrylic paperweights
These paperweights feature 3/8” thick clear acrylic over your graphic with 
1/8” thick black acrylic backing and can be cut into almost any shape.  each 
one is printed with our full color digital process.

Item code: desk-afy

clear acrylic paperweights
These paperweights feature 1/2” thick clear acrylic and can 
be cut into almost any shape.  each one is printed with our 
laser etched or ultra Vivid print process.

Pricing for Clear Acrylic Paperweightslaser etched Item code: desk-aey
ultra Vivid Item code: desk-auy

business card holders
These card holders feature clear acrylic over your graphic and are adhered 
to a clear plastic card holder.  

Pricing for Business Card Holders

Item Code: Card-BCH1 Item Code: Card-BCH2

Laser Etched
Paperweight
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full color acrylic paperweights Pricing for Full Color Acrylic Paperweights

clear acrylic paperweights Pricing for Clear Acrylic Paperweights

business card holders Pricing for Business Card Holders

Side View

other thicknesses of acrylic 
are available.  please contact 

us for a custom quote.

Side View

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall 
width by the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

other thicknesses of acrylic 
are available.  please contact 

us for a custom quote.

other styles of card holders 
are available.  please contact 

us for a custom quote.

(p)

BCH1 BCH2

25 5.98 10.18 
50 5.48 9.34 

100 5.02 8.56 
250 4.62 7.86 
500 4.44 7.56 

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Maximum imprint area for bch1
(front mounted acrylic piece) is 4”x 1”

Maximum imprint area for bch2
(back mounted acrylic piece) is 4”x 3”

combined front and back acrylic pieces
are also available.

please contact us for a custom quote.

6 sq inch 9 sq inch 12 sq inch 20 sq inch 35 sq inch

25 5.46 8.74 10.86 16.36 32.72 
50 5.00 8.02 9.96 15.02 30.02 

100 4.60 7.36 9.14 13.78 27.54 
250 4.22 6.76 8.38 12.64 25.28 
500 4.06 6.50 8.06 12.16 24.30 

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall 
width by the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

(p)standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets to protect during shipment

6 sq inch 9 sq inch 12 sq inch 20 sq inch 35 sq inch

25 6.90 11.08 13.82 20.78 41.52 
50 6.34 10.18 12.68 19.06 38.10 

100 5.80 9.34 11.64 17.50 34.96 
250 5.34 8.56 10.68 16.04 32.06 
500 5.12 8.24 10.26 15.44 30.84 

(p)
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ultra Vivid notepad holder
These notepad holders feature 1/16” thick clear acrylic bent to shape.  each 
one is printed with our ultra Vivid print process and comes with a 1/8” thick 
black acrylic base with cork bottom.  paper is noT included.

Item code:notepad-auc

acrylic puzzles
These puzzles feature 1/8” thick clear acrylic over your graphic with 1/8” thick 
black acrylic backing.  each one is printed with our full color digital process 
and comes assembled in a clear plastic case.

Item code:puzzle-af

ultra Vivid eco wood puzzles
These puzzles feature 1/4” thick recycled wood.  each one is printed with our 
ultra Vivid print process and comes assembled in a clear plastic case.

standard puzzle sizes come assembled in a clear plastic case.  
other sizes and packaging options are avialable.

please contact us for a custom quote.

standard puzzle sizes come assembled in a clear plastic case.  
other sizes and packaging options are avialable.

please contact us for a custom quote.

Item code:puzzle-wu
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ultra Vivid notepad holder Pricing for UV Notepad Holders

acrylic puzzles Pricing for Acrylic Puzzles

ultra Vivid eco wood puzzles Pricing for Eco Wood Puzzles

Front view shown with paper

1.75" tall

50 21.00 
100 16.40 
250 15.04 
500 14.48 

1,000 13.92 

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

(p) standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

paper is noT included.

other sizes are available.
please contact us for a custom quote.

Side View

2.75x3.75
6 pieces

4.6x3.5
9 pieces

5x7
16 pieces

50 11.76 15.90 34.58 
100 10.80 14.58 31.72 
250 9.90 13.38 29.10 
500 9.52 12.86 27.98 

1,000 9.16 12.36 26.92 

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

(p)
standard packaging:

Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

puzzles are also available with 
magnet backing.  please contact 

us for a custom quote.

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

overall dimension of holder
including base

3.5”x 3.5”x 1.75” tall

will hold 3”x 3” notepad

Side View

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

puzzles are also available with 
magnet backing.  please contact 

us for a custom quote.

2.75x3.75 
6 pieces

4.6x3.5
9 pieces

5x7
16 pieces

50 11.76 15.90 34.58 
100 10.80 14.58 31.72 
250 9.90 13.38 29.10 
500 9.52 12.86 27.98 

1,000 9.16 12.36 26.92 
(p)
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Pricing for Acrylic Name Badgesacrylic name badges
These badges feature 1/8” thick acrylic over your graphic and can be cut to 
almost any shape.  each one is printed with our full color digital process.  
personalization is $1.40 (p) per line of text change.  
contact us about free spec samples!

Side View

naMe badges free cusToM saMples
Item code: badge-af

Pricing for Eco Wood Name Badgesultra Vivid eco wood name badges Item code: badge-wu

birch name badges laser etched Item code: badge-re
ultra Vivid Item code: badge-ru

N
A

M
E 
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D

G
ES

These badges feature 1/8” thick recycled wood and can be cut to almost 
any shape.  each one is printed with our ultra Vivid print process. 
personalization is $1.40 (p) per line of text change.  
contact us about free spec samples!

Available Backers

These badges feature 1/8” thick birch and can be cut to almost any 
shape.  each one is printed with our laser etched or  ultra Vivid print 
process.  personalization is $1.40 (p) per line of text change.  
contact us about free spec samples!

Side View Available Backers

Side View Available Backers

Laser Etched
Name Badge

Magnet
$2.50 (P)

Clip
$0.60 (P) Pin

Included

Magnet
$2.50 (P)

Clip
$0.60 (P) Pin

Included

Magnet
$2.50 (P)

Clip
$0.60 (P)

Pin
Included
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To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by the overall height of the item
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

Pricing for Acrylic Name Badgesacrylic name badges
naMe badges

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

free cusToM saMples

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by the overall height of the item
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 8 sq inch 9 sq inch 10 sq 
inch

11 sq 
inch

12 sq 
inch

50 3.66 4.36 4.88 5.56 6.34 7.00 7.42 8.42 9.86 
100 3.36 4.00 4.48 5.10 5.82 6.42 6.80 7.74 9.04 
250 3.08 3.66 4.10 4.68 5.34 5.90 6.24 7.10 8.30 
500 2.96 3.52 3.94 4.50 5.12 5.66 6.00 6.82 7.98 

1,000 2.86 3.38 3.80 4.34 4.94 5.44 5.76 6.56 7.68 

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall width by the overall height of the item
Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

2 sq inch 3 sq inch 4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 8 sq inch 9 sq inch 10 sq 
inch

11 sq 
inch

12 sq 
inch

50 2.64 3.18 3.72 4.10 4.66 4.90 5.40 5.68 6.12 6.42 6.62 
100 2.42 2.90 3.42 3.76 4.28 4.50 4.96 5.20 5.62 5.90 6.06 
250 2.22 2.66 3.14 3.46 3.92 4.12 4.54 4.78 5.14 5.40 5.56 
500 2.14 2.56 3.02 3.32 3.78 3.98 4.38 4.60 4.96 5.20 5.36 

1,000 2.06 2.46 2.90 3.20 3.62 3.82 4.20 4.42 4.76 5.00 5.14 

2 sq inch 3 sq inch 4 sq inch 5 sq inch 6 sq inch 7 sq inch 8 sq inch 9 sq inch 10 sq 
inch

11 sq 
inch

12 sq 
inch

50 2.92 3.52 4.24 4.52 5.34 5.74 6.14 6.58 7.16 7.42 7.86 
100 2.68 3.24 3.90 4.14 4.90 5.26 5.64 6.04 6.58 6.80 7.20 
250 2.46 2.98 3.58 3.80 4.50 4.82 5.18 5.54 6.02 6.24 6.60 
500 2.36 2.86 3.44 3.66 4.32 4.64 4.98 5.34 5.80 6.00 6.36 

1,000 2.28 2.74 3.30 3.52 4.16 4.46 4.78 5.12 5.58 5.76 6.12 

Pricing for Eco Wood Name Badges

Pricing for Birch Name Badges

ultra Vivid eco wood name badges

birch name badges

N
A

M
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standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets
to protect during shipment

(p)

(p)

(p)

pricing includes bar pin backer.
please see opposite page for backer

option pricing or contact us for a custom quote.

pricing includes bar pin backer.
please see opposite page for backer

option pricing or contact us for a custom quote.

pricing includes bar pin backer.
please see opposite page for backer

option pricing or contact us for a custom quote.

due to natural 
inconsistencies of 

wood, material grain, 
etching depth and 
imprint color may 

vary.
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full color acrylic pins, pulls, & dog Tags
These items feature 1/16” thick clear acrylic over your graphic with 
1/16” thick black acrylic backing for pins and pulls, and 1/16” thick 
clear acrylic back for dog tags.  each one is printed with our full color 
digital process and comes assembled with appropriate hardware.
contact us about free spec samples!

pin Item code: pin-af
pull Item code: Zipper-af

dog Tag Item code: dogtag-af

eco wood pins, pulls, & dog Tags
These items feature 1/8” thick recycled wood.  each one is printed with our 
ultra Vivid print process and comes assembled with appropriate hardware.  
contact us about free spec samples!

pin Item code: pin-wu
pull Item code: Zipper-au

These items feature 1/8” thick clear acrylic.  each one is 
printed with our laser etched or ultra Vivid print process 
and comes assembled with appropriate hardware.
contact us about free spec samples!

laser etched pull Item code: Zipper-ae
ultra Vivid pull: Zipper-au

laser etched dog Tag: dogtag-ae
ultra Vivid dog Tag: dogtag-au

clear acrylic pulls & dog Tags

Magnet Backer            Standard Pin Backer
Add $1.20 (P) for magnet backer.

Magnet Backer            Standard Pin Backer
Add $1.20 (P) for magnet backer.

Laser Etched
Zipper Pull
& Dog tag
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full color acrylic pins, pulls, & dog Tags Pricing for Full Color Acrylic Pins & Pulls

1 sq inch 1.5 sq 
inch 2 sq inch 3 sq inch 4 sq inch

100 2.64 2.98 3.38 4.14 4.68 
250 2.42 2.74 3.10 3.80 4.28 
500 2.32 2.64 2.98 3.64 4.12 

1,000 2.24 2.54 2.86 3.50 3.96 
2,500 2.14 2.44 2.76 3.38 3.82 

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall 
width by the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

(p)standard packaging:
Tightly bulk packed in bags

eco wood pins, pulls, & dog Tags Pricing for Eco Wood Pins & Pulls

1 sq inch 1.5 sq 
inch 2 sq inch 3 sq inch 4 sq inch

100 2.38 2.56 2.78 3.24 3.54 
250 2.18 2.34 2.56 2.98 3.26 
500 2.10 2.26 2.46 2.86 3.14 

1,000 2.02 2.16 2.36 2.76 3.02 
2,500 1.94 2.08 2.28 2.64 2.90 

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall 
width by the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

(p)standard packaging:
Tightly bulk packed in bags

Pricing for Clear Acrylic Zipper Pulls

Standard Dog Tags have double sided imprint
Set up fee: $120 (R)

on the first production run

Pricing for 
Full Color Acrylic Dog tags

1.25"x2"

100 3.66 
250 3.36 
500 3.22 

1,000 3.10 
2,500 2.98 (p)

Set up fee: $60 (R)
on the first production run

Pricing for
Eco Wood Dog tags

1.25"x2"

100 3.12 
250 2.86 
500 2.74 

1,000 2.64 
2,500 2.54 (p)

1 sq inch 1.5 sq 
inch 2 sq inch 3 sq inch 4 sq inch

100 1.96 2.24 2.56 3.16 3.58 
250 1.80 2.06 2.34 2.90 3.28 
500 1.74 1.98 2.26 2.80 3.16 

1,000 1.68 1.90 2.16 2.68 3.04 
2,500 1.60 1.84 2.08 2.58 2.92 

To calculate square inches, multiply the overall 
width by the overall height of the item

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

(p)standard packaging:
Tightly bulk packed in bags

Set up fee: $60 (R)
on the first production run

Pricing for
Clear Acrylic Dog tags

1.25"x2"

100 3.50 
250 3.18 
500 3.06 

1,000 2.94 
2,500 2.84 (p)
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wine charms
These charms feature 1/16” thick acrylic with our full color 
digital print, laser etched, or ultra Vivid print process.  
each comes assembled with 1” ring.  
contact us about free spec samples!

clear acrylic wine caddies
These caddies feature 1/4” thick clear acrylic with our 
laser etched or ultra Vivid print process.

laser etched Item code: wine-aeh
ultra Vivid Item code: wine-auh

full color Item code:wine-af
laser etched Item code:wine-ae
ultra Vivid Item code: wine-au

Laser Etched
Wine Caddy

Full Color
Standard Hexagon

Full Color
Standard Circle

Ultra Vivid
Standard Square

Full Color
Standard Rectangle

Laser Etched
Custom Shape

Please contact us for quotes on custom shapes
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free VIrTual saMples
wine charms

clear acrylic wine caddies

Pricing for Clear Acrylic Wine Caddies

Set up fee: $60 (R)
on the first production run

Pricing for Full Color Acrylic

Wine-
AF

75 2.38 
150 2.18 
250 2.00 
500 1.94 

1,000 1.86 
(p)

Set up fee: $60 (R)
on the first production run

Pricing for Clear Acrylic

Wine-
AE/AU

75 2.58 
150 2.36 
250 2.16 
500 2.08 

1,000 2.00 
(p)

standard packaging:
Tightly bulk packed in bags

circle - 1.22” diameter
diamond/square - 1.22”x 1.22”

rectangle - 1.5”x 1”
hexagon - 1.3”x 1.15”

custom sizes and shapes are available.
please contact us for a custom quote.

custom packaging is available.
see page 89 for an example.

please contact us for a custom quote.

(p)

square oval

25 38.74 21.50 
50 35.54 19.72 

100 32.62 18.10 
250 29.92 16.60 
500 28.78 15.96 

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

oval caddy measures 5”x  9.95”
and holds 2 wine glasses

square caddy measures 8”x  8”
and holds 4 wine glasses

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets to 

protect during shipment

Ultra Vivid
Standard Square
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bamboo wine caddies
These caddies feature 5/16” thick bamboo with our 
laser etched or ultra Vivid print process.

laser etched Item code: wine-beh
ultra Vivid Item code: wine-buh Pricing for Bamboo Wine Caddies

birch wine caddies
These caddies feature 1/4” thick birch with our laser 
etched or ultra Vivid print process.

laser etched Item code: wine-reh
ultra Vivid Item code: wine-ruh Pricing for Birch Wine Caddies

Laser Etched
Wine Caddy

Laser Etched
Wine Caddy
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bamboo wine caddies Pricing for Bamboo Wine Caddies

(p)

square oval

25 43.46 28.22 
50 39.86 25.88 

100 36.58 23.74 
250 33.56 21.78 
500 32.26 20.96 

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run
oval caddy measures 5”x  9.95”

and holds 2 wine glasses

square caddy measures 8”x  8”
and holds 4 wine glasses

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets to 

protect during shipment

birch wine caddies Pricing for Birch Wine Caddies

(p)

square oval

25 32.02 21.36 
50 29.38 19.58 

100 26.96 17.98 
250 24.74 16.48 
500 23.78 15.86 

Set up fee: $60 (R) on the first production run

oval caddy measures 5”x  9.95”
and holds 2 wine glasses

square caddy measures 8”x  8”
and holds 4 wine glasses

standard packaging:
Bulk wrapped in foam sheets to 

protect during shipment

due to natural 
inconsistencies of 

wood, material grain, 
etching depth and 
imprint color may 

vary.

due to natural 
inconsistencies of 

wood, material grain, 
etching depth and 
imprint color may 

vary.
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Laser etching on clear and black acrylic.
Pieces held together with screw posts.

cusToM producTs cusToM producTs
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Laser etched clear acrylic adhered
to walnut paperweight.

The possibilites are endless with our many materials and imprint methods.
Low minimums, quick turn times, and no die charges.

Please contact us to discuss your custom projects!

Clear acrylic ticket holder with
full color acrylic base.

Double sided acrylic piece adhered to
swivel base with black acrylic top.
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Ultra Vivid text.
Full color acrylic puzzle cube.

The possibilites are endless with our many materials and imprint methods.
Low minimums, quick turn times, and no die charges.

Please contact us to discuss your custom projects!

Ultra Vivid acrylic award with
black acrylic base.

Laser etched acrylic with raised acrylic layer
attached to walnut base.
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Many more products are available, please visit our website or contact us with

any questions and to discuss your custom projects.

Walnut Wall Plaques & Value Plaques
A variety of edge styles, sizes,

and imprint styles are available. 

Walnut State Shaped Plaques
All 50 states are available

(Hawaii is the Big Island only).

Walnut Paperweights
A variety of sizes

and imprint styles are available.

Walnut Name Plates
Full Color acrylic layer

adhered to walnut piece.
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Many more products are available, please visit our website or contact us with

any questions and to discuss your custom projects.

Magnet Rulers
All material and imprint methods of our

magnets are available.  See pages 6-10.

Notepad Holders
A variety of options are available with full color, 

laser etching, or Ultra Vivid imprint.

Desk Top Frames
Custom frame with screwposts

to stand on flat surfaces.

Birch Displays
Displays ship flat with assembly instructions.  

Available with 12 or 6 display sections.
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Many more options are avialable by custom order.
Please contact us to discuss your packaging needs.

Magnet in clear polybag
with backer card.

Magnet set in clear polybag
with hang tab.

Ornament in white gift box
with decorative cord.

Ornament with custom ordered
red velvet bag.
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Many more options are available by custom order.
Please contact us to discuss your packaging needs.

Magnet set in clear
plastic case.

Magnet set in clear polybag
with header card.

Wine charm set in white gift box with
black backer card and decorative cord.

Desk plaque picture frame in white gift box
with decorative cord.
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Awards.........................Pages 52-60
Bag tags.......................Pages 20-22
Bottle Openers....................Page 18
Business Card Holders.....Page 72
Coasters.......................Pages 32-38
Custom Products.......Pages 84-85
Frames..........................Pages 46-50
Key tags........................Pages 14-16
Logo tac...............................Page 44
Magnets..........................Pages 6-12
Mirrors................................Page 70
Name Badges.......................Page 76
Note Pad Holders...............Page 74
Ornaments...................Pages 28-30
Packaging Ideas...........Pages 88-89
Paperweights.......................Page 72
Phone Stands...............Pages 40-44
Pins, Pulls, Dog tags..........Page 78
Plaques & Signs..........Pages 62-68
Puzzles.................................Page 74
Stock Award Designs...Pages 52-59
Stock Image Designs...Pages 24-27
Switch Covers......................Page 70
Wine Accessories........Pages 80-82
Wood Stickers.....................Page 12

Wine Accessories

Desk Plaques

Wood Stickers
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Standard Production Time:
Most orders ship in 7 business days or less from final artwork approval
Rush fees may apply if a shorter production time is required

FOB Point:
Factory is located in Monroe, WA 98272, USA

Standard Packaging:
Most product is bulk wrapped in foam sheets to protect during shipment
Smaller items may be bulk packed in bags

Custom Packaging:
Poly bags are available for individual packaging, please contact us for a quote
Gift boxes and other packaging is available through special order, please contact us for a quote
See pages 88-89 for example images of custom packaging

Other Charges:
Set up charge on the first run of most new designs/products is $60.00 (R)
Less than minimum charge of $50.00 (P) - minimum is 50 pieces on most items
Awards and wall plaques have a less than minimum charge of $100.00 (P) 
Artwork must be production ready, or an additional hourly rate may apply
Exact quantity fee of $50.00 (P)
   
Spec Sample Program Limitations:
Free pre-production samples are available on noted items - one product per image
Additional samples may be purchased for a nominal charge of $20.00 (P) each (on most products)
Virtual samples are available at no charge on all items
Sizing restrictions may also apply

Digitally Printed Full Color Products:  
We print our full color acrylic and wood products with full color digital printing
We can match most PMS colors for no extra charge
We are not able to print metallic, neon, or glow colors

Over/Under Run Policy: 
Due to our production process we have a standard 10% over/under run policy
on non-personalized items
Exact quantity fee of $50.00 (P)
We can state no under runs at no additional cost

Payment Terms:  
Net 30 terms are available for approved customers
We accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express, and Discover
There will be a 2% convenience fee on all credit card transactions
Upon order entry we will authorize 120% of your order total to secure funds
and cover overages and freight
your card will not be charged until your order ships
We also accept check, cashiers check, or money order
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Why Show Laser Cuts to Your Customers?
For years we have been providing FREE spec samples & virtual proofs to eliminate your financial risk 
when presenting our products.  WHy?  Because it works!  When you show Laser Cuts, everyone wins!  
With low minimums, quick delivery and no surprises, WHy NOt show Laser Cuts to all your clients?

MADE IN tHE USA
OF GLOBAL MAtERIALS

Promotions Proven to Last!
Our unique and quality products can keep your message in view for many years.  It’s no surprise our 

acrylic magnets have been sought after for more than 30 years.  Don’t settle for a cheap imitation.
We are committed to the same “5 StAR” quality and service you have been accustomed to.

Car MagnetBottle Opener Key tag Phone Stand

We proudly manufacture or print all of our products at 
our Monroe, WA production facility. We also offer
“Made in the USA” products that meet the rigorous

“all or virtually all” standard enacted by the Federal 
trade Commission (The FtC requires that the

materials in a product be all or virtually all of USA
origin in order to make Made in USA claims.)

We work with FSC® certified wood suppliers 
and are ourselves FSC certified. We believe in 

sustainable sourcing of wood.  Shop our
FSC certified wood products, and help protect 

forests for future generations.* 
*FSC® product available upon request.

FSC® C041262


